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I. Introduction

External shocks, as unanticipated and uncontrollable external events that' impact
substantially on macroeconomic outcomes, occur either because constraints upon economic
agents alter or because of changes either in productivity or in world prices. Given the
structure of African economies and their increasing dependence on the industrial economies,
external policy-induced shocks have become important determinants of economic activity in
Africa. Indeed, erratic cyclical swings in short-term growth performances in most African
countries can be attributed largely to the influence of external shocks (see Soludo 1993c).
How countries respond to these shocks is therefore central to the success of economic
management. Alternative responses would have their costs and benefits. Unfortunately,
however, the implications of alternative policy measures to deal with the shocks ha'Ve
received very scanty attention in the literature- either because policy analysts believe these
shocks are not important or they are ignorant about the magnitude of its impact- and the
consequence is that policy responses have largely been ad-hoc or 'even panicky in many
countries.

, Policy responses to external shocks would depend on the nature arid magnitude of the
shock, whether positive or negative shocks, whetherIt is aniici~itti:d or not, •'whether
perceived as transitory or permanent, and whether policy-induced or not. Responses of
whatever kind entails some form of stabilization activities on the-part of economic agents.
Given the nature and pervasiveness of the shocks, one would expect that an important aspect
of the response programme is the design of a policy environment that facilitates the
adjustment.of economic agents. In reality therefore, one can distinguish between two major
kinds of policy responses to external shocks: the first is what can betermedtautomatic
stabilization', and the second is 'discretionary stabilization'." '

Automatic stabilization is due to the policy environment in place. As a result of the
characteristics and flexibility of the economic institutions, economic agents readjust their
portfolios in response to the shock to maintain an existing or adjust to anew, equilibrium.
For example, in economies where markets are efficient and factors of productions are
mobile, the adjustment of the economy to a given shock may be substantially different from
an environment of controlled regime, with rigid institutions.

Discretionary stabilization scheme is the conscious reactions of the government -(as
consumer, user of resources, and in the case of African countries, the principal modernizing
agent)- to the shock in order to mitigate the undesirable effects of the shock. Through its
taxation and expenditure behaviour as well as monetary policies, the government attempts
to smoothen spending and thus stabilize incomes.

Many questions arise in consideration of these two types of responses to shocks. For
example, does the automatic stabilization preclude the discretionary actions in the sense that
once the policy environment is right, the economy would automatically and optimally adjust
to the shocks overtime without the discretionary component? Is there a specific,
'appropriate' domestic policy regime that guarantees most efficient automatic response? Can
such 'appropriate' domestic policy regime hedge against, minimise or reverse the negative
effects of the negative shocks and promote economic growth? Should the discretionary
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component complement the automatic stabilizers? What should be the appropriate
discretionary respons~ ,under given policy regime? Or,.would the discretionary stabilization
be invariant to the nature of the domestic policy environment? .Furthermore, ifthe negative;
shocks are persistentand severe, and discretionaryresponses are variable, .would such
responses over time notimpinge on the nature of 'given' policy environment? When are
discretionary stabilizers desirable? These are by no means easy questions to tackle but they
are critical to the design of sound policy responses to external shocks.

This study is warranted by the desire to provide some answers to the above questions.
Specifically, the explicit objectives of the study are:

I"~

-to investigate whether a certain kind of domestic policy framework is more
efficacious in hedging the economy against the vagaries of external shocks and
promoting growth in spite of the shocks. '

-to evaluate the case for discretionary responses, and the nature and implications of
alternative stabilization programmes.

The rest of the paper is organised in five sections: the next section provides: a
background for the study by briefly reviewing the nature, causes and consequences of
external shocks in African countries; section three provides empirical simulation results on
the implications of alternative policy regimes under given external shocks, and thus evaluates
their capacity to insulate the economy from the shocks; section four examines the nature and
implications of different discretionary stabilization responses open to African countries, and
section five concludes the paper.

• J

,';" .
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II. Causes and Consequences of External Shocksll

Nature and Causes of External Shocks

The increasing interdependencies of the global economies make national economies
susceptible to policy and non-policy induced shocks emanating from the rest of th~rwqrld.

AU economies reap the benefits and suffer the consequences of the increasing
interdependence. Naturally, countries would not complain if such interdependence results
in a boom iathe commodity exports, a rise in coffee prices as a:~resl.\ltOf frost in Brazil, or
an oil boom consequent upon an Iraqi war, or greater demand for' commodity imports in
industrial countries thereby increasing both prices and volume of'exports in developing
countries; etc. Shocks are considered bad when they impact negatively on incomes, and

, become very worrisome if they are severe, persistent, and thus require dramatic and drastic
structural changes to cope with them. Positive and negative shocks have income and welfare
effects, and depending on how they are managed, positive windfalls can also have
destabilizing effects.. Most of the existing framework for analyzing policy responses to
external shocks focus on the impacts of 'positive trade shocks'. Our analysis pertain mainly
to the negative shocks but positive ones are also considered where necessary.

External shocks take different forms. Some are temporary, leading to short-term
, fluctuations or destabilization of the economy and thus conventional stabilization measures
" are applicable. 'Others are more fundamental and lead to fundamental disequilibria, rmi!lg

up pIirriluily in the balance of payments account and through linkages of the external.sector
and aggregate economic activities, impact on the domestic economic conditions. Thereare
also natural disasters- earthquakes, droughts, locust infestation, flooding, etc which 'are
experienced by economies as shocks. Their impacts could be temporary or permanent
depending on the severity, and the damages inflicted.

In recent years, some of the common shocks which are believed to have constrained
economic management in Africa can be identified in several forms. The first is the

" instability in export earnings. This arises from the concentration of Africa's exports on a
few primary commodities, their low income and price elasticities, the sharp swings in their
demand and supply, and the geographical concentration of the exports. As a result, the
barter terms of trade for sub-saharan Africa dropped annually by 4.2 percent between J,98D
87, while the income terms of trade declined much faster at 5.8 percent annually since the
output of exports was falling each year by J.6 percent. Between 1985-1988, growth of one
percent in the outputof agricultural exports was more than offset by an annual decline in the
barter terms of trade, leading toa further drop of 7.3 percent annually in income terms of
trade (see Ndulu, 1992: 190).

Second, changes in major import prices especially prices of critical imports,(s~h .. as
oil) can have destabilizing effects. Third, changes in cost of foreign borrowing Isonetype
of external shock." Given Africa's stock of existing debt and need for new external

11 Discussions in this section draw heavily from Section III of Soludo, 1993d.
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borrowing, an increasein interest rate in intern'adOnal eapital market can seriously affect
government budget. Tangential to this type of shock is the dramatic reductionhrthe
availability offoreign credit. The debt crisis of the early 1980s resulted in an unwillingness
of international private lenders to lend to many developing countries, and this affected an
important source of development finance for many African countries. Fourth, many Afncan
countries rely. heavily on foreign grants and concessionary loans for their domestic
expenditures. Thus, sudden reductions in resource flows from this' source can severely
destabilize economic activities..Other shocks may relate to sudden reductions in workers'
remittances (as occurred in Egypt during the Iraqi war in 199i),in direct 'foreign investment,
in capital flight, etc. Some of these later cases may be substantially caused by Poor Ciome;tic

.policies-of the countries themselves. . .

. . .

Some analysts have also observed that it is no accident that the fiscal defiCits'In
industrial and many developing countries have tended to move in concert. It is believed that

· part of the explanation for developing countries' deficits Is the huge fiscal deficits in
industrial countries. Fiscal deficits in major industrial countries raise world interest rates.
Since many African countries were burdened with huge external debtobligations to service,

· and,also in dire need of new borrowings from the international capital markets, they were
.thus vulnerable to rising interest rates. . .

It is suggested that rather than a curse, the burgeoning deficits in industrial countries
benefitted the developing countries through increased demand for the latter's commodity
exportsand thus, to improvements in their terms of trade. But for developing countries of
Africa that are burdened with external debt and, whose few primary export items have very
low price and income elasticity, the positive effects of such deficits may be tenuolls.An

·increase in global interest rates caused by the deficits in industrial countries may cause an
.increase in Africa's interest payments, which could offset the favourable effects of the
increased aggregate demand in industrial countries. This could worsen Africa's balanceof
payments, lower their economic growth, and increase their deficits.

The size of the transmitted net effects would depend on the size of external debt and
policy reactions in African countries. Initially, ~ fiscal expansion in industrial countries
could have some positive effects on developing countries' exports, terms of trade and output
and, consequently, on their fiscal balance. But these are likely to be more than offset in the
aggregate by the.effect of higher interest rates. Higher debt service payments worsen the

·existing foreign exchange constraints, and thus lead to export compression and reduction in
economic growth.. These developments could -also imply lower government revenues,
increased government expenditure on-interest payments, and larger fiscal imbalances (Mansur
and Robinson, 1989: 132-133).

r------------ _
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Aside from fiscalpolicies, the agricultural and import policies of industrial countries
can also significantly explain the structural dependence of African countries on few primary
commodity exports for foreign exchange, government revenues and economic livelihood.
Foreign exchange constraints on most African countries have provided compelling reasons
to seek to expand and diversify their exports. Aside from domestic constraints to export
promotion, namely, weakindustrial and production capabilities, biased incentive systems and
poor trade infrastructure, the growing protectionism in industrial countries may be another
binding constraint. On one hand, increased subsidies of agricultural products by.industrial
countries lower theprices of such commodities in the international market thereby edgingout
new African entrants or potential entrants into such export markets. On the other hand,
through tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade, the industrial countries discourage the efforts
of African countries to diversify their economies-into higher-value added and semi-processed
agricultural goods. Trade protectionism in industrial countries have in addition to tariff
barriers, taken a variety of other (non-tariff) forms that circumvent GA17 rules and operate
under special exemptions from them. These "non-tariff barriers (such as quotas, voluntary
export restraints, variable levies, minimum price systems,countervailing taxes and duties)
affectin a progressive way the entryprice of processed commodities" (Elbadawi, et al, 1992:
72).

It is the practice that primary unprocessed commodities from developing countries to
industrial country .markets, with some exceptions, are either free of import duties or face
very low tariff rates, But then, all industrial countries follow a pattern of duties escalating
as the goods undergo increased fabrication. Such tariff escalation constitutes a barrier for
increased processing of primary commodities in the developing countries (see African
Development Bank, 1993: 133-135). It is ironical that while industrial countries. resist
imports from developing countries, many of these developing countries are required to
liberalize trade andpursue 'trade-Jed' growth in theiradjustment programmes. Littlewonder
that attempts at product diversification have scarcely yielded rewarding results especially in
Africa.

Furthermore, there is also a limit to which rapid expansion in the export of the
currentprimary commodities can bring increased earnings to Africa. There is the 'fallacy
of composition' or 'adding-up problem' in the sense that export promotion and expanding
marktit' shares may be good for a country, but when all countries pursue the same policies
at the same time, and particularly with a large number producing similar products, the
·benefitS may be minimal or absent. The export-led growth strategy adopted by many
devel(jping countries leads to a deterioration in commodity prices from having major
producers of primary commodities expand their supply simultaneously, In sum, unfavourl\ble
market- conditions may, in part.be. blamed for the structure of Africa's exports, 'declining
commodity prices and terms of trade and, thus the region's susceptibility to external shocks.

. Our discussion' of the possible causes of external shocks has been limited to the
external environment. It is true thatdomestic policy environment playsail equally important,
if notmorejrnportant, role in aggravating or attenuating thecrisisengendered bytheexternal
shocks. For example, most of the developing countries could be said toface similar hostile
exterrnil' conditiorys, bu.t the Asian countries inparticular have martai\ed to diversify their
econoWies by ta:!4rjg advantage of fast growing markets in othC'T. developing countries,
Indee(kit is easyto imagine how reckless and unsustainable go\(emment bl!dgel deficits, '. ,', , '., ' ' ,

.,', ... j.

. i:! _,!~

!
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accompanied with say, a fixed-exchange rate regime, for example, could over time,
undermine trade performance, economic growth and plunge an economy into severe balance
of payments crisis.

..' \.'

Consequences of the Shocks

The consequences of external shocks on individual African countries would differ;
'depending on each country's exposure to the shocks, diversificationand sophistication of
economic institutions, availability of resources, size, and policy responses to them.. In thi~

section, Some of the possible consequences on the regional economy are considered. Tl;\e
discussion therefore pertains to an average African country. The discussions are in twoma,in
parts: first, the consequences of the shocks on government's fiscal behaviour are SUlV,eyed
and; second, the possible impacts on economic growth .are discussed. "

Consequences 'Un government revenue-expenditure behaviours

African economies experienced shocks of various kinds since independence but.the
nature, severity and consequences of the shocks took dramatic turn since the early 1980s.
Before then the major external shock look the form oftemporary or permanent terms of trade
gains or losses. A very common response by majority of African countries to export booms
was to regard such as permanent incomes andthus increased public spending by increasing 
public employment, the amount of transfers, investment" and so on. This is because
governments oftehappropriate most of the windfalls. Negative trade shocks resulting in loss
of export incomes and government revenues were offset by accumulation of external debt to
maintain existing levels of government expenditure. This was the experience of oountries

'such as Nigeria, zambia, Cameroon etc. during the.:1970s and early 1980s. In many
countries, government expenditures are usually subject toa ratchet effect (see table A-I in
the appendix on the trend in government expenditures). Thus, when the decline in external
earnings came and persisted, many of the countries were tied to patterns and levels of
'expenditure that were difficult to change. As long as the countries continued to have access
.to foreign Credit, they used it to maintain spending at levels that could no longer be sustained

, with ordinary revenue. When foreign credit eventually and inevitably dried up, and countries
had little option but to undertake sweeping adjustment, the consequences were very serious.

The consequences took special dimension because of the character and responsibility
, of the State as a modernizing agent in many African countries as well as the structure of
, public finance. For most of the countries, government expenditures are the prime movers

of economic' activities. It follows then that fiscal performance of the government is crucial
not only for social welfare but also for future growth. But unlike in the-industrial countries
where governments have greater control over revenue sources, revenues are much less tied
to the foreign sector, and there is always the option of selling bonds in the domestic market
to genetateadditional revenue in a non-Inflationary way- the situation in Africa is very much
different. For most-African countries, a major proportion of government revenue comes
from trade taxes, and the potential for generation of domestic non-inflationary and. non-tax
sources of revenues is severely limited. Thus, in' the :face of limited access to foreign
borrowing, and once the possibility of financing spending through the building up of arrears
has been exhausted,' there is a limit to the amount of public expenditures (expressed in real

T------------------------
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terms or as a share of GDP). Attempts at exceeding that limit will be inflationary, since the
government will have to finance the additional spending through money creation. Of cou.rse,
the undesirable consequences of inflationary finance can be enormous, and many African
countries are already caught in its web.

One obvious consequence of the drastic reduction in government revenues consequent
on negative trade. shocks, combined with limited foreign financing and increase in debt
servicing, is theoften severe cut in other expenditures. Table A-I in the appendix.shows the
distribution of government expenditures between consumption and capital investments.
Because it is often difficult to reduce current spending in the short run, most of the
adjustment pressure is shifted to capital expenditures (see Tanzi, 1989:106-107). As
government investment spending is a catalyst to private investment expenditures, most
African countries experiencing the negative consequences of these shocks and the consequent
adjustment process, are characterised by declining or even negative investment growth rates.

It is evident from the foregoing that the observed synchronization of fiscal imbalances
and negative trade shocks in most African countries originate in the institutional framework
in which the government relies heavily on the external sector for its revenue. Such linkage
between the budget and the foreign sector depends on: the high proportion of foreign trade
taxes in: total revenue; the high proportion of domestic sales taxes collected from imports;

'the heavy reliance of corporate income taxes on exports of mineral products; the public
'sectof'sreliance on foreign borrowing or foreign grants; the high proportion of foreign debt
. thatis public, and so on. In table A-S in the appendix, it is shown that aside from the aids

and.grants, African countries still depend heavily on external sources to finance their budget
deficits. This excludes external aids and grants which accounts for more than 2S percent of
government revenues in many countries. Since these external sources are not reliable, it is
the case that shortfalls in the expected external funds will translate into fiscal crisis.

Although some individual country cases may differ slightly from trend, the evidence
suggests that on the average, most African countries derive upwards of 40 percent of their
revenues from the external sector. The impact of negative trade shock on fiscal behaviour
is therefore immediate, direct or automatic. This point is important because it links the fiscal

,crisis of many African countries to the volatility of the external sector. It is probable
however, that the fiscal crisis may have originated in unstable fiscal targets not necessarily
relatedto the external sector, but it is not inconceivable that external circumstances were
responsible for the fluctuations in expenditure, either by affecting the target expenditure or
by affecting the part of expenditure that was an instrument for fiscal adjustment (Chu, 1989:

.p,5). It is therefore difficult to attribute changes in fiscal variables to changes in policy
alone. This is one reason why studies that attempt to estimate from observed fiscal changes
the fiscal policy response to external shocks are likely to reach misleading conclusions
(Tanzi, 1989:103).

Beside the revenue side, some links also exist through which external shocks can
impact directly and immediately on expenditures. For example, some government
expenditures are financed by earmarked taxes, and so when the revenue source shrinks
because of external shock, the expenditures are also affected. Also, .the sizes of many
subsidies depend on the differences between the international prices and domestic prices of
the products. If international prices increase or the exchange rate appreciates, the amount
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of subsidy and the budget deficit increase. In many African countries, concessionary loans
or grant~ constitute a significant source of investible resource. Changes in this source of
finance also significantly affect the level of investment spending.

Since it is evident that cyclical behaviour of government revenues and thus budget
deficit.vis largely tied to the instability of the external sector, a major issue in curtailing
recurring' budget deficits may focus critically on ways of stabilizing revenue sources.
Broadening the revenue base in the short and medium runs is not easy, and external finance
is not dependable. The question then is whether government expenditures should fluctuate
with the cyclical movements in revenues? What would be the implications of such erratic
movements in expenditures on aggregate economic activities given the critical role-of the
state in most African economies? What stabilization mechanisms are open' to the
government? These questions are addressed later in the paper.

Direct consequences on economic growth

Aside from the impacts on economic activities through government's fiscal behaviour,
external shocks also impose binding constraints on economic growth through a number of
ways. Most external shocks would, depending on policy responses to them, manifest in the
country's balance of payments account and consequently on domestic economic activities.
In a study, Killick and Sharpley (1984: 32-33) provide strong evidence that "the BoP
situation in the non-oil LDCs can only be understood in the global context, and that external
factors are the major cause of their persistent shortage of foreign exchange". Dell and
Lawrence (1980) analyze deteriorations in trade accounts of non-oil LDCs according to
various categories of various primary causal factors. Their results show that for the period
1973-76, the following primary causal factors with their percentage contribution to the
deterioration of current account were: increases in import quantities (15 %), increases in
import prices (33%), decreases in export quantities (21 %), and decreases in export prices
(31%).

Extending the study by Del! and Lawrence, Khan and Knight (1982) investigate
whether the payments problems of developing countries are mainly due to exogenous adverse
changes in their terms of trade. Their study covers 36 non-oil LDCs for the 1973-80 period,
and concludes that the worsening current accounts in these LDCs in the 1970s are indeed
mainly caused by the deteriorating terms of trade, although this deterioration is not
exclusively responsible for their current account behaviour (Killick and Sharpley, 1984: 34).

One major consequence of deteriorating current account balances on African
economies is to compound the foreign exchange 'constraints. 'Investment and production are
heavily dependent on imported capital goods, and it has been shown that imports of
intermediate goods are the single most important determinant of capacity utilization in most
African countries. It follows that variability in import capacity as a result of shortage of
foreign exchange will limit access to necessary production inputs, thus impeding production
'and capital formation. Since there is a positive correlation between imports and GDP

" growth, export performance which is the prime determinant of import capacity must also be
" positively associated to income growth. Moreover, export sector contributes directly to

GDP, savings and investment. '
Ii

1-------------------------
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Countries experiencing negative external shocks and hence balance of. payments
disequilibrium may resort to policies that restrain growth of aggregate demand and output.
In the last two decades, some countries responded by placing quantitative restrictions on
imports, raising tariffs, restrictions on capital movements, and! or rationing 'available foreign
exchange to 'preferred' importers. This was to stem the tide of import demands and thus
ease external payments difficulties. Capital flight was rampant, investment restricted,
caplWityutilization in' most of the 'cases dropped to below 30 percent and economic growth
stagnated. Whatever the nature of policy response, shortages of foreign exchange shoilld,
at least in the short run, impact negatively on' economic activities.

While plausible linkage mechanisms between external shocks and economic growth
may be easy to trace as provided in the preceding paragraphs, what is perhaps controversial,
is the-precise weight of external factors in explaining growth in African countries. Some of
the analysis often point to loss of potential resources for growth due to declining terms 'Of
trade and negative resource intlows.

For example, according to the United Nations Secretary-General's report (August
1991) on the review of five years of the United Nations Programme of Action for African
Economic Recovery and Development (UNPAAERD), the worsening of Africa's economic
crisis is to a large extent attributable to the external environment. The report indicates that
from 1986 to 1990, the fall in commodity prices alone cost Africa about $50 billion. The
region'S terms of trade has been deteriorating since the late 1970s. Africa's stock of external
debt rose from $204 billion in 1986 to $272 billion in 1990, an increase from 54% per cent
of GDP in 1986 to over 109 per cent in 1990. According to the report, "the combination
of depressed commodity prices, the crushing debt servicing burden and capital flight,
estimated at some $30 billion in the last five years, added up to $80 billion in potential
domestic resources that the continent could not utilize".

A recent research report by the World Bank corroborates the finding that the
deteriorating terms of trade faced by many African countries since the 1970s has had adverse
consequences. The report observes that the hardest hit are the mineral exporters whose terms
of trade fell by around 50 percent between 1970 and 1990, and resulting in income loss of
about 20 percent of GDP for the 20 year period. Exporters of agricultural products and
exporters of diversified products experienced 34 percent and 30 percent fall in their terms
of trade respectively. Agricultural producers had income loss of around four percent of
GDP. On the contrary, oil exporters enjoyed improvements of more than 100 percent or
about four percent of GDP income gain. An estimate of the income loss resulting from the
deteriorating terms of trade for all sub-saharan African countries (excluding Nigeria) is
around 10 percent of GDP between 1965-73 and 1987-90. Adding Nigeria reduces the 20
year loss to just 3.6 percent of GDP, or 0.2 percent of GDP a year (Policy Research
Department, The World Bank, 1993: 1.7).

What emerges from the above statistics is that the aggregate regional statistics masks
the individual country results. No doubt, secular decline in terms of trade may have
impacted more severely on some countries than others, but while some are experiencing
decline, others face some, albeit temporary, booms so that on the average, the income loss
as percent of GDP does not seem very significant, This inference may be queried by those
who argue that the external environment has resulted in greater income loss than the above
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estimates show. The question then is whether countries with better terms of trade and
greater net inflows of external financial resources necessarily outperform their less fortunate
counterparts. An investigation of the relative impacts of these external factors on short and
long-term growth performance in Africa (see Soludo, 1993c) has demonstrated that the'
factors are important determinants of growth especially in the short-run.

A major conclusion from the foregoing discussion is that external shocks can impose
binding constraints on the success of economic management in Africa. The question then
is how should these economies respond to the shocks? Are certain policies more efficacious
than others in diminishing, eliminating, or in fact aggravating the negative effects of external :;
shocks? What are the implications of alternative response packages? These questions are
taken up in the next two sections. In the next section we examine the implications of
alternative policy regimes for given external shocks and thus ask whether African countries
are better off adopting certain policy environment to enhance the effectiveness of 'automatic'
adjustment and ensure more beneficial long-run results.

.,

r-·--------------------------
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III. Alternative Policy Regimes al1d, External Shocks:
Evidence from a Multi-country Model

In this section, we examine the response mechanisms and implications of alternative
domestic policy regimes for given external shocks. This is done using a general-equilibrium,
multi-country global model that facilitates the investigation of cross-border transmission and
feed-back effects of !policy shocks originating from one country/region to others, and the
implications of alternative .institutional policy setting for such outcomes.iPirst, 'NC1 provide
a summary of the analytical foundations for analyzing international macroeconomic
iilterdependencies. Second, two external shocks- an oil price shock and an external debt
forgiveness shock- are implemented and analyzed with a global model (MULTIMOD)
developed and maintained by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), under alternative
assumptions about the domestic policy regimes in the developing countries.

Analytical Framework

Economic interdependence among national economies operates mainly through trade
flows and capital movements. If capital mobility is very high or perfect, the capital market
effects-operate through exchange rate movements. Under the current structural adjustment
programme (SAP) policies in Africa which, among other things, emphasise the liberalization
of the trade and capital accounts, Africa's integration into the global economy is deepened,
and with it, comes the benefits and costs of greater interdependence. Individual African
countries, though open, may be too small relative to the rest of the world that feed-back
effects from them to other regions may be negligible. But as shown earlier, the policies in
the rest of the world affect African economies, and it is argued that the nature of domestic
policies in these countries determine the magnitude and direction of impacts of the externally
induced shocks.

A basic analytical, foundation for analysis of international macroeconomic
interdependence and cross-border transmission of shocks is the Mundell-Fleming framework,
first-introduced in the early 1960s (see Fleming 1962, Mundell 1963, 1968). It is a two
region model of the world, divided between a 'home.', and 'foreign' country and inwhich
individuals are assumed to have static expectations (that is, the expectation of no changes in
prices 'or the exchange rate). The studies show how important capital mobility is to the
conduct of stabilization policies, thus overturning many earlier propositions about policy,
whiletedirecting attention towards the capital account and financial issues in general.
Mundel1assumes that capital is perfectly mobile internationally (thatis, there is no capital
controls); 'llIl<! foreign 'and home bonds are perfect substitutes. Exchange rates are thus
determ1'ned byancinterest parity condition. On the other hand, Fleming considers the case
where capital is less than perfect. The effectiveness of stabilization policies differs under the
imperfect or zero capilaJmobility (which may indeed be a fair characterisation of many
developing countries) .. Under zero capital mobility, interest parity condition is invalid, and
current account balances is zero (residents can .neither accumulate nor.decumulate foreign

"":'-'-

,.,',j
· .•..'1.
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assets). ' Interest rates are consequently determined independentlyin each country in the
money markets,

The basic model however assumes perfect capital mobility, flexibleexchangerates,
and sticky wages and prices. Discussions of the consequences of stabilization policies in
such interdependent world usually focus on the short-run outcomes, and largely ignore long
run, intertemporal aspects.ofinterdependence.

Major and interesting insights about the effectiveness of stabilization policies are .,
gained by entertaining alternative assumptions about the institutional context of policies. 'An
important conclusion that emerges is that the domestic policy setting is very crucial for
determining. the consequences of particular stabilization policies as well as the manner in
which external shocks impact on it. For example, alternative assumptions about wage and
price determination, exchange rate regime, and.capital mobility have different implications
for effectiveness of policy•. In cases where the home and foreign country maintain different
policy regimes, it can be shown that the effectiveness of certain policies depend on which
country maintains, say, a fixed exchange rate, or a wage rate indexation policy, etc.

Mckibbin and Sachs (1991:20-28) have provided an excellent summary of the'
consequences of monetary, and fiscal policies under alternative assumptions about the
institutional settings. Table A-2 in the appendix shows a summary of key results under
alternative combination of the exchange rate regime, the wage determination regime, and the
degree ofcapital mobility in the static Mundell-Fleming model: '

The results in the table pertain to monetary and fiscal expansion in the ,home country
under the assumption that both the home and foreign countries are symmetries of each other.
The results are intuitive enough to require much elaboration. A very striking feature of the
results is the differences between floating and fixed exchange regimes under the assumption .:..
of perfect and zero capital mobility, and rnoreso, between.different exchange rate pegging ..:1
scenarios- that is, whether the home or foreign country maintains thepeg. '" "

'. Take. the monetary expansion shock for example... With floating exchange, rate,
monetary expansion lowers the interestrate and stimulates domesticdemand. With given
sticky prices and capital mobility, the lower interest rate results in the real and nominal:".
depreciation of the home currency thereby improving the country's external competitiveness.
Home output increases, while domestic prices rise because of higher import prices caused
by the currency depreciation. It should be noted that the effects on trade balance are ",.

ambiguous. The increased domestic demand will tend to raise imports and worsen the trade
balance, while the real depreciation will tend to raise exports, depressimports and improve..
the trade balance. The final outcome will depend on the flexibility of supply responses, and .,
the income and price elasticities of imports and exports. The depreciated home currency'"
hurts foreign income while the lower interest rate, by lowering world interest rates (for large."
economies) would have beneficial effects on foreign income. However, from the foreign ':
country's money market equilibrium, it can be shown that as long as moneybalances are
deflated by.the producerprice (which is fixed in the Mundell-Fleming model);.the negative
effects outweigh the positive effects. Monetary policy under this regime is thus abeggar-thy
neighbour policy.

Ir-------------------------------
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Expansionary fiscal policy also raises home output in the short-run. The basic
differences between fiscal and monetary shocks emanate from their impacts on interest rates.
While monetary policy lowers interest rate, a bond-financed fiscal expansion raises interest
rates. Higher interest rate appreciates the floating exchange rate, makes exports
uncompetitive, and hence lowers both the trade balance and income. This is' why fiscal
expansion is thought to be ineffective in changing output under floating exchangei:ate

· because the exchange rate induces adjustments in the trade account which run counter 'to the
fiscal policy. It is believed that initially, the increased government spending would increase
aggregate demand in the economy. However, with time, the higher interest rates altd 'prices,
as well as the loss in external competitiveness would begin to crowd-out the initial positive
effects. The impact on foreign output is positive. Real appreciation of home currency as
well as the increased domestic aggregate demand increases demand for foreign goods and
thus raises output in the foreign country, ..:

The outcomes described above for monetary and fiscal policy shocks are altered when
alternative assumptions are entertained about the wage setting behaviour and exchange rate
regime. For example, pegging the exchange rate (and depending also on whether the home
or foreign country maintains the peg) alters the transmission mechanism and outcome of
policy shocks on both home and foreign countries. Once a country pegs its exchange' rate,
the independence of its monetary policy is eroded. With capital mobility, a monetary

· expansion under fixed exchange rate leads to an incipient fall in the domestic interest rate,
a-capital outflow, and a fall in reserves. The outflow of reserves, however, offsets the
original increase in domestic credit. thereby rendering monetary policy ineffective and
reversing the decline in interest rates. For fiscal policy under a fixed rate, an expansionary
policy also implies a change in monetary policy, and the effects on home and foreign output

"are unambiguously positive.

An important conclusion from the table A-2 is that it is important, under assumptions
of zero and perfect capital mobility, to state which country (home or foreign) is responsible
for maintaining a fixed or flexible exchange rate, or maintaining a fixed or indexed wage
determination regime. When capital movements are strictly prohibited, a floating exchange
rate fully insulates the economy from external policy shocks. Both monetary and fiscal
policy shocks have identical, qualitative effects under zero capital mobility and fixed prices
irrespective of which country has responsibility for fixing the exchange rate. Depending on
whether home or foreign country maintains a flexible wage rate regime, the effects of policy
shocks are altered.

The static Mundell-Fleming framework discussed above is indeed simplistic. It
· ignores some interesting intertemporal issues, such as dynamic adjustments in prices, capital

stocks, and financial wealth, as well as the role of expectations. In spite of the above
caveats, the basic intuition of the model and its implication for the current study are very
relevant. The important insight is that both domestic and foreign institutional setting (policy
regimes) matter a lot in determining not only the effectiveness of domestic policies, but also
in determining the magnitude and nature of external shocks impacting on countries.
Domestic policies also have the capacity to insulate the economy from the benefits or costs
of economic interdependence.
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Empirical Evidence

Review of past evidence

The simple intuition of the above framework is.relevant for analyzing the implications
of alternative policy regimes in African economies in the face of given external shocks.
Scarcely any empirical study utilizing as a basic framework, the general-equilibrium model
that captures the global interdependence outlined above has been applied to illuminate the
implications of domestic policies for effective responses to external shocks in Africa.

Balassa (1984) has applied partial equilibrium analysis to investigate the consequences
of alternative 'development strategies'- domestic policies- in response to the external shocks
of the 1973-78 period in Sub-saharan Africa. He classified the countries into ones pursuing
outward-oriented and inward-oriented development strategies. These policies concern relative
incentives to manufacturing and primary activities; the determination of exchange rates; the
extent of price and wage control; the setting of interest rates, the degree of credit rationing,
and the licensing of private investments; the choice of public projects and their relative
importance in total investment; as well as the size of government budget deficit. According
to the study, "... countries applying an outward-oriented development strategy placed greater
reliance on the price mechanism and on market forces than did inward-oriented countries.
Thus, the distinction between alternative development strategies in terms of outward and
inward orientation may be generalized to the extent of public interventions in product,
capital, labour, and foreign exchange markets." Interventionist countries in Africa are shown
to exhibit a tendency to maintain overvalued exchange rates and engage in other forms of
public interventions,' including wage and interest rate controls, credit rationing, and the
licensing of private investment. At the same time, non-economic considerations are often
decisive in the choice of important public projects in interventionist countries, and their
governments also tend to run large budget deficits (Balassa, 1984:319-320).

Balassa further shows that "while outward-oriented countries suffered greater external
shocks than countries pursuing an inward-oriented development strategy, they were better
able to overcome the effects of these shocks through domestic adjustment. As a result, after
a temporary decline, economic .growth accelerated in the first group of countries but
continued to decline in the second." He also found that market-oriented economies increased
their export market shares during the period while interventionist countries experienced
considerable losses in their market shares. Import substitution by the interventionist countries
did not fully compensate for the adverse balance-of-payments effects of losses in export
market shares. On the contrary, the effects of export promotion and import substitution
reinforced each other in market oriented economies, offsetting over three-fourths of the
adverse balance-of-payments effects of external shocks. Furthermore, "export promotion in
market orientedcountries reduced the. bias of the incentive system against exports, thereby
contributing to resource allocation according to comparative advantage, exploitation of
economies ofscale, increased capacity use, and technological change in response to the carrot
and the stick of competition in world markets" (Balassa, 1984:331).

The findings by Balassa thus corroborate the main policy thrust of the World
BanklIMF supported adjustment programmes, which in essence maintains that
"macroeconomic stability, microeconomic efficiency, and outward-orientedness... " should
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be the major underpinnings of a sound domestic policy environment (see Elbadawi, et al,
1992: 15). It is easy to see that the central plank of the outward-orientation is the
maintenance of a 'realistic exchange rate' which is a euphemism for flexible or market
determined exchange rate. Thus, the exchange rate regime of a country is increasingly used
as an index of alternative policy regimes. This is because countries which maintain flexible
rates usually also pursue market-oriented policies, while those with fixed rates are often
characterised by interventionist policies. From the analytical Mundell-Fleming model
discussed above, it is evident that alternative exchange rate regimes represent significant shift
in policy regimes. The question however is whether we have enough evidence from the
partial equilibrium analysis of Balassa and others to infer that a flexible exchange regime is
unambiguously preferable to fixed regime under all manner of external shocks. Most of the
empirical evidence so far assume that countries that maintain fixed rates necessarily also
pursue interventionist policies. In most cases, this is usually the case but should not always
be. If countries maintain identical domestic policies but differ only in the exchange rate
regime, would the countries with flexible rates have a faster and more beneficial adjustment
to ,given external shocks? Further evidence, using a general-equilibrium model framework,
may be required to illuminate this question.

Further evidence using a general-equlllbrlum.global model framework

In order to evaluate the implications of alternative domestic policy regimes under given
external shocks in an interdependent world, we use a global, policy simulation model
developed and maintained by the Research Department of the International Monetary
Fund.2/ We examine two of the external shocks that are relevant to Africa's economic
growth, namely, an oil price shock, and an 'external debtforgiveness' shock., ..

The versions of MULTIMOD used for this paper contain separate blocks for 11
countries/regions: the United States, Japan, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy,
Canada, the Small Industrial countries (SIC, an aggregate of the non-G7 OEeD countries),

2/ A macroecononiibmodel of the Nigerian economy recently developed by the author
would have been used, but individual country models, especially when they are not yet
linked to global model framework, may be inadequate in evaluating the cross-border
transmission of policy shocks and the feed-back effects, Besides, in the absence of an
African regional model, a model of a single country- Nigeria- would be highly
unrepresentative of the region. An ideal model framework would be the linking of
individual African economies in a regional model framework, and then linking the
resulting model to the rest of the world, Such a model is far from being constructed. In
the interim, we use a global model framework that captures essential elements of the
indebted developing countries. The developing' country regional block of the IMF's
model- MULTIMOD- includes all African countries as well as other indebted developing
countries of Latin America, Asia and Western Europe. The sample might seem too large
but in the circumstance, it seems the closest approxi marion we can use. Efforts are being
made: at the IMF to disaggregate the developing country block of MULTIMOD to have an
explicit African regional block. Even that block would still need to be disaggregated to
individual country or sub-regional group levels. .. '
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and an aggregate of the high income oil exporting cOllntries:l(. The developing countries
are.disaggregated into two blocks: .an aggregate of the four newly industrialized East Asian
economies, and an aggregate of the remaining developing countries (also referred to as de1>t
constrained countries, made up of Africa, Latin America, Asia-Pacific, and some Middle
East and European developing countries). The modelling of .the combined east Asian
economies is analogous to a typical industrial country block. The macro structure of the
debt-constrained developing country region (DC) was improved to permit the investigation
of debt-related issues. More complete descriptions of the. basic elements of the model
structures are provided elsewhere.g/

MULTIMOD can be described as a dynamic Mundell-Fleming model that incorporates.
rational, model-consistent expectations in both goods and financial markets. Changes in .
policy today - or expected .changes in policy tomorrow- have an immediate effect on the so- ..
called 'jumping' variables, for example the exchange rate, interest rates, output prices, .
wealth, and debt prices.vTraded-goods prices and volumes, exchange rates, and interest
rates, all of which are endogenous in the model, are the principal channels, in the first
instance, through which external factors affect the domestic economy. The model contains
the standard savings-investment channels of the typical industrial country, and is fairly large
(with some 570 equations including identities). The. main channels of interactions between
~ two regions in the model can be summarised as follows.~/

Trade linkages:

MUL1:IMOD disaggregates trade flows between the North and South into three
components: ma.'lfactured goods, oil, and primary commodities. The manufactures category
includes miscellaneeag goods and factor services.

Trade in oil is assumed to be at a unique world price which is endogenous in nominal
terms. (but exogenous in real terms). That price applies to all imports, exports, domestic.
production, and consumption of oil. Exports of oil by the high-income oil exporters and the
indebted developing countries (DC region) are endogenous and equate world demand and
supply. Increases in world demand are slared between the two regions in a fixed proportion.
The production of oil in all industrial countries is treated as exogenous. Equations for, .

..
3J The versions of MULTIMOD used for this paper follow the lead of Symansky (1991a)
in incorporating more detailed financial and debt equations in the submodel for the
developing- country region. In colaboration with Ralph Bryant, the author created the
PC version of the model in the fall of 1991 and early 1992 by transporting the model
code, written for TROLL mainframe software, into Fortran source code and runs on PC
SIM software programme.

M See Masson, Symansky, and Meredith (1990) for the specification of MULTIMOD
equations; and Symansky 199~ and Symansky and others 1991 for various.extensions and
changes in ~ULTlMOD.

~/ More detailed discussion of the channels of linkages between North and South in
MULTIMOD and a closely related model- INTERMOD- can be found in Soludo (1992).'

'1
I

_________________________________________• i
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consumption of oil were estimated for all regions/countries, and they depend on relative
"'.prices and on output.

For simplicity, the indebted developing countries are assumed to be the sole producers
and exporters of primary commodities. The commodities are treated .as though homogenous,
and have a single price which moves flexibly to clear the world market. Production of
commodities in the DC region is a function of the capital stock in those countries and
commodity prices. Exports of commodities are driven by the demand for commodity imports
in the industrial countries. The single price of commodities is determined by the intersection
of the supply curve and the downward-sloping demand curves of the industrial countries. The
demand for commodity imports into the industrial countries depends 'on the levels of their
economic activity and on the price of commodities relative to the price of their outputs.

The composite manufactured good is assumed to be produced by all regions, and
manufactured imports and exports of all regions (except the high-income oil exporters). are
endogenous in the model. This manufactured good is assumed to have a different market
structure from' those for oil and commodities. First, the fact that it includes a wide range
of differentiated goods over which producers can exercise market power is recognised, and
this is reflected in the assumption of differential pricing of goods by different regions. Each
region's manufactured good is assumed to be an imperfect substitute for other regions'
manufactures. Imports by each region depend on domestic absorption and on the price of
imports relative to the price of domestic non-oil output, where import prices are weighted
averages of other regions' export prices. Exports depend on a region's export price relative
to its competitors in all markets, where the importance of each market to the exporting
country/region and to its competitors retlects base-year shares. Base-year trade shares are
used as weights for calculating relative prices. An absence of price discrimination in different
markets is assumed, and every region sells at a unique price to all its trading partners.

Investment is modeled as a gradual adjustment of the capital stock to an optimal
level, given production technology. The equation specifications are modeled explicitly on
TObin's Q theory. A C.E.S production function is used to estimate potential output in all
col1l\tries/regions.

. 'The real value of government spending is exogenous. Consumption is derived from
inter-temporal utility maximization. Changes in absorption inflation are determined as a
weighted average of the past and future expected inflation.

Capital account linkages:

One of the important linkages between the North and South is through the. flow of
financial resources. Net capital flows from the North in excess of the South's interest
payments and repayments of principal permit a transfer of real resources to the South, that
is, an excess of domestic consumption and investment over domestic output. The South, on
the other hand, 'provides an avenue for protitableinvestment of funds flowing through the
Northern financial markets.

The structure of the DC sector reflects basic macroeconomic relationships, as
modelled in the standardised industrial-country blocks While also allowing for some
differences in macroeconomic behaviour characteristic of indebted developing countries. The
equations for the sector incorporate some of the essential linkages between debt prices,
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capital flows, and growth. Specifically, it was deemed critical to capture the relationship
between external debt and domestic monetary conditions. Two basic assumptions underlie
the modelling of this relationship. First, it is assumed that in the domestic markets of the DC
region, after-tax rates of return on private capital and government liabilities .are equalized.
Second, the expected returns on 'external DC government debt and internal DC government
debt are equalized. It is hypothesised that the returns are equalized both by financial market
arbitrage 'and the endogenous tax behaviour of the DC governments. Governments of the DC
region are assumed to have the power to tax or inflate away differences in returns. They"
therefore face the same marginal lending rate in both domestic and international markets.
The incomes of DC residents are taxed to make payments on all government liabilities,and
the existence of one domestic" interest rate is therefore assumed. Perfect capital mobility is
assumed to hold vis-a-vis the rest of the world, and there is an arbitrage relationship that sets
the DC domestic interest rate equal to the world interest rate adjusted for default risk. The
DC governments are also assumed not to issue new debts, and are thus constrained to operate
a balanced-budget from year to year;

'I

TWo niain channels exist through which changes in Southern debt impact on'DC
economicactivity. One channel is through the effect that external debt prices (discount) have
on the domestic rate of return. The other linkage is the debt servicing-taxation relationship.
Since investment in the DC sector is modeled as a gradual adjustment of the capital stock to
anoptimallevel, it is easy to see how these channels affect investment. A decline in thcujebt
servicing requirements for the DC region reduces the tax burden, raises the after tax rate of
return and thus encourages DC investment. For example, debt forgiveness, which reduces
outstanding, contractual obligations of the DC government, will lead to a rise in the
discounted market price of DC government debt (a decline in the default risk and the
domestic cost of financing) and hence to a reduction in both current and future' taxes" and
thence to an increase in the after-tax return on investment. Both of these effects will lead
to an increase in investment and growth (Symansky, 1991a: II).

One other salientfeature of the DC region relates to the modelling of financing flows
to the DCs. The countries in the DC region are assumed to face an endogenous supply
schedule for foreign loans that depends on a forward-looking assessment of DC debt
servicing capacity. The measure of servicing ability used is the ratioof interest payments
on debt, corrected for inflation,to exports, evaluated at expected 'interest rates and exports
in the future. This ratio is forward-looking and is a measure of expected solvency.

The accumulation of DC government debt owed to private foreign creditors increases
with interest obligations anddecreases with interest payments and buy-backs or equivalent
operations that take place at the secondary-market debt price. The secondary-market debt
price is defined as the discounted value of expected payments on debt (interest payments and
buy-backs) divided by the current stock of debt. Voluntary interest payments on debt to

, private foreign creditors are also determined, It is assumed that the government services its
debt to private foreign creditors as a given percentage of outstanding total obligations, but
increases all servicing with an increase in potential output. The secondary debt price can
therefore rise in two ways: (I) through an increase in potential output, which increases
servicing and the present value of payments, and (2) through debt reduction, which by
assumption lowers the stock of debt more than it reduces the present value of payments. The
default risk premium is defined as the percentage of the present value of payments that are
not made on a financial obligation, or one minus the debt price.
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. The '~odel appears to capture some key linkages between the debt price and domestic
economic activity. For example, any shock that impacts on the debt price or debt interest
payments will affect the default risk and the domestic interest rate, and thus the growth in
domestic output.

Policy analyses with the model can be carried out under alternative closure rules about
the DC exchange rate regime and the nature of capital mobility between the DC sector and
the rest of the world. It is assumed that capital is mobile, and thus the variable that adjusts
to ensure zero balance in the balance-of-payments account is private capital flows. For the
purpose of the simulation exercise, we have taken alternative exchange rate regimes to
represent different policy regimes. To investigate the implications of these regimes under
given external shocks, we have created two versions of MULTIMOD. One version has a
DC sector with a flexible exchange rate against all currencies. Given the assumption of
capital mobility under a standard Mundell-Fleming model, the DC money supply is
exogenous. This version of the model will be referred to here as FLEX. In the other
version, to be referred to here as FIX, the money supply of the DC sector is endogenized
and theDC bilateral exchange rate against tile U.S dollar is fixed.

Analysis of simulation results:

In this section, we report the results of two policy shocks.a permanent reduction/fall
in oil prices amounting to 20 percent of oil price; and a programme of 'forgiveness' or
cancellation of Southern (DC) external debt owed 10· Northern (industrial country)
governments and multilateral institutions Cofticial debt'), amounting to 25 percent reduction
in total official debt. The simulations are conducted for a period of 40 years beginning in
1993.

The intertemporal fiscal rule enforced for the' DC region constrains the DC
government not to issue new debts but rather to adjust taxes to ensure budget balance year
by year. This rule contrasts with the rule enforced for "II the industrial countries where the
governments target a debt-GNP ratio, and adjust tax rates in order to prevent stocks of
government debt from rising explosively relative to GNP. Since the DC region is already
heavily indebted, this, rule strictly enforces fiscal discipline and sharply limits the flexibility
assumed for fiscal policy in the DCregion. Monetary policy in both simulations is assumed
to be unchanged in the sense that the targetpaths for each country's money stock are kept
unchanged from the baseline paths. .

The simulation results are presented in a standard format. For each shock, tables
summarising detailed simulation results are reported for each of the two versions of
MULTIMOD. Each of these tables (presented as tables B-1, B-2, C-I and C-2 in the
appendix) reports some key endogenous variables for only the aggregate of indebted
developing countries (DC region)§/. The simulation results reported for most variables are

{JI Readers interested in the consequences of these shocks for the G-7 countries, non-G-?
OECD countries, Asian NIEs, and the high income oil-exporting countries can obtain the
complete results from the author on request. The results for only the indebted developing
countries are reported and discussed because the focus of this section is primarily to gain
some insights about the consequences of these shocks on Africa under different policy
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given as percent deviations from baseline. Results for the remaining variables are reported
as absolute deviations from baseline (for example, trade and current account balances,
interest rates, net foreign assets, the tlow of new debt to developing countries, the stock of'
debt owed to private creditors, and the default risk premium on DC debt). A series of charts
(Figures land 2 for oil price shock and debt cancellation shock respectively) ate also
presented to aid further comparisons of the results across models. In all the charts, the
legends reflect the model type: for example, FLEX always refers to the version with flexible
rate in the DC region, while FIX refers to the version with fixed exchange rate.

Except for a few variables, the results of the two simulations are, not surprisingly,
qualitatively comparable. They are both positive shocks to the DC region. A permanent fall
in the price of oil is a negative shock for the oil exporting developing countries (African
countries) but a positive shock forthe majority oil-importing economies. Reduction in the
stock of external debt is a beneficial shock to most developing countries. Generally, the
alternative policy regimes (FLEX'"and FIX) lead to qualitatively significant differences in the'
impacts of the two shocks on some variables of the developing country region, as expected.
One striking feature of the results is the consistent differences between the short-run and'
long-run results. The results under FIX are usually more beneficial in the short-run while
the benefits under FLEX are more in the longer-run.

In the two simulations Linder FLEX. the GOP and GNP are dampened in the short
run, but they fall slightly initially in the oil shock and then rise above baseline in the medium

, and long run. The variable that is crucial in explaining the differences in the behaviour of
most variables is the exchange rate movements. ' A large appreciation of the DC currency'
against other currencies lead's to a large' deterioration in DC external competitiveness
especially in the short-run, and hence in output and income. The exchange rate appreciation
is however higher under the external debt shock and explains the lower output in the short
run: In the medium and long runs, the crowding-in effects oflower domestic'interest rates
and prices on investment expenditures outweigh the short-run negative expenditure-switching'
effects of the exchange rate appreciation. Combined with' the initial fall in income and
output, the large appreciation of the domestic currency tugs prices downwards relative to
baseline under FLEX, and the opposite effects is observed under FIX.

In the alternative version with fixed exchange rate (FIX), the effects of the two shocks
on output and incomes in the 1990s are strongly positive. In the longer run, the higher
domestic prices begin to crowd-out domestic expenditures and hence income and-output. The
strong depreciation of the DC currency against non-dollar currencies {see real effective
exchange rate in the tables and charts) does not lead to an improvementin the trade and
current account balances. Given the sharp rise in income and output, the income-absorption
effects outweigh the expenditure-switching effects of the exchange rate depreciation to worsen
the current account and trade balances. For African countries, an alternative plausible
interpretation is that with steep supply schedules for exportables and relative inelasticity of
import demand, real currency depreciation that raises import prices worsens the trade balance
by increasing imports without necessarily improving exports.

.,

regimes.

T-------------------------
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FIGURE 1: OIL PRICE SHOCK
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FIGURE 1 CONTINUED: OIL PRICE SHOCK
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FIGURE 2: DEBT FORGIVENESS SHOCK
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FIGURE 2 CONTINUED: DEBT FORGIVENESS SHOCK
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The impacts' of the two shocks on interest rate and external debt variables llJ;e
beneficial. For example, reduction in the stock of debt, which also reduces botii;'the
contractual debt service payments and the debt burden, raises the secondary ,market debt price
under the two closure rules, as expected; The default risk premium and consequently risk
adjus~i'dOnlestic interest rates thus fall relative to baseline. Because the pCrcurrency
ap~iJltes greatly under FLEX (as against virtually no change for the real effective ~te

under PIXY; the debt servicing requirement (and hence the debt burden) falls much more
under FLEX than under FIX. This reduces the tax burden, raises the after-tax rate-ofreturn
and thus boosts investment more under FLEX than under FIX. The greater reduction in debt
burden under FLEX also explains why government tax revenue falls and remains below
baseline after the first year under FLEX but rises sharply initially under FIX before gradually
returning to baseline in the longer run. Comparable results are also obtained for the oil price
shock:,itri both model versions; the'reduction in oil prices reduces the price level and interest
rates"in industrial countries. The lower interest rate on (dollar denominated) external debt
raises the discounted present value ofdebI , and the price of debt, for the entire period. The
sharper appreciation ofthe currency under FLEX leads to differences between the results fQr
the two model versions.'

1 ':

Under the two shocks, both model versions predict, as expected, that.the stock, of
"old" external debt owed to private creditors deciines:Z/. Interest payments on the
accumulated external debt of the DC region (contractual payments less interest arrears) rise
significantly under FLEX than under FIX because of the lower debt burden in the face of
appreciated doinestic currency. As the. DC region is able to increase the amount of its
intc;r~st payments on debt as a result of the lower debt burden and increased payment
capacity'(increased capacity output), the net interest arrears on debt to private creditors also
fall. "Involuntary" lending to-the developing countries, which is the difference between
actual ('voluntary') and contractual interest obligations, therefore decreases. In the absence
of debt buy-back or equivalent operations, a .smaller accumulation Of DC government debt
to private foreign creditors occurs under FLEX than under FIX. This restores the confidence
of foreign private lenders. Since the countries in the DC region face an endogenous supply
schedule for foreign loans that depends' on a forward-looking assessment of their debt-

lilt.. MULTIMOD, a ;dlfference is made between stock of 'old' external debt and 'new'
debt. The 'old' debt refers to tile existing (old) net liabilities of DC &ovemment to
private foreign creditors. This debt has present market value, market price and risk
premium.. Because the DC government is constrained not to issue new debt, the stock of
this 'old' debtcan only increase through the accumulation of unpaid interest arrears. .
'New' debt, dNthe other hand refers to the net liabilities of orivate sector residents of DC
region to private foreign creditors. Price of this debt is assumed not to deviate from
unity, and it is assumed that this private-to-private debt is always fully serviced without '.
arrearsor interruption. The DC private residents are however assumed to face an
endogenous supply schedule for foreign loans that depends on a forward-looking
assessment of the region's expected solvency. Therefore, improved debt servicing
:perf\l~Mance of the DC government would guarantee greater 'market access' to DC
• pri'\'~tesector. This leads to increased flow of 'new' foreign credit to the private sector,

and thus an increase in the stock of this debt stock. .
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servicing capacity, the inflow of "new" loans from foreign private creditors rises significantly
relative to baseline in both model versions but more so under PLEX than FIX.

Movements in commodity prices in the two shocks reflect changes in aggregate ."
demand in the industrial countries.. The fall in oil prices boosts income and output in OECD
countries. This increases the demand for primary commodities thereby raising the prices.
On the contrary, the debt forgiveness shock has a dampening effect on OECD economies (at
least in the medium and long runs) and it is not surprising that commodity prices are
depressed in the medium and long-runs.

Some concluding remarks on the results:
.0

No doubt, important insights may have been gained' about the implications of
alternative domestic policy regimes in the face of external, albeit beneficial, shocks. It
should be underscored however that the results are. at best demonstrative rather than
definitive assertions about correct quantitative estimates of consequences of particular shocks.
In reality, the most appropriate specifications in empirical rnulticountry models for capturing'
the linkages between external-debt and oil related variables, and the domestic economic .
conditions of highly-indebted Southern countries are still unresolved empirical issues.
Alternative modelling strategies will lead to different evaluations of the impacteffectsof oil
price or debt-reduction plans. "., ,"

Consider the case of debt-reduction or forgiveness programmes. For countries that
have actually benefitted from the programmes, quantitative assessment of the impacts of such'
operations on their economies is hard to estimate because of the short period ,of time since
their completion and the difficulty of disentangling their effects from other factors, Recent
experience on debt forgiveness schemes, however, suggests that debt reduction may be a
necessary, but not sufficient condition for renewed external viability, growth and restoration
of market access for severely indebted countries. The experiences of Mexico" Chile,
Venezuela; etc indicate ,that domestic economic policies of countries seeking debt relief. ,
packages can significantly determine the beneficial effects or, otherwise of such deals..
According to World Bank studies (see World Debt Tables, 1991-92, pp.35-42), countries that'
strongly implement adjustment programmes, marked particularly by the correction of fiscal
imbalances and structural reforms covering exchange rate reforms and liberalization of the
financial sector, have greater chances of reaping the benefits of debtreduction programmes
than otherwise. It is stressed that in the' case of Mexico, Chile, and Venezuela, debt
reduction operations have contributed to perceptions of improved credit-worthiness, as
reflected in rising secondary market debt prices, and better market access. It has also led '
to a surge in direct foreign investments, portfolio investment flows, repatriated flight capital,
and increased private sector investment. Thus the major benefit of reducing the country's, '
debt overhang may be to reduce uncertainty about future developments in exchange rates,
domestic interest rates, and tax rates. This lowers the risk perceptions of potential investors,
and renewed external flows and domestic private sector confidence may then feed upon each
other in a virtuous circle.

The modelling of the.debt equations in the DC sector of MULTIMOD and the results
obtained from the debt-forgiveness .simulation strongly support the causal linkages outlined
above. The stylistic model of the developing country block in MULTIMOD incorporates
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characteristics of a developing. country that has been successful in implementing structural
reforms. A stringent balanced-budget constraint is enforced and monetary policy is not
permitted to be lax. The DC region is assumed to operate a capital account in the balance
of'payments that permits unconstrained capital flows. It may thus be inferred that the
generally beneficial effects of the debt reduction on theDC region, under either the FIX or
the FLEX exchange-rate 'regime, can be attributed in part to the domestic policy rules in the
DC region. Alternative specitications of domestic macro structure of the DC sector
incorporating characteristics of 'interventionist policy regime' may be required in order to
draw inferences about the implications of market and non-market economic structures in the
face of given shocks.

Caution should be exercised so as not to over generalise the implications of the oil
price shock, especially in making inferences about the consequences of the shock on African
regional economy. Majority of African countries are oil-impcrting countries, and so a fall
in oil prices will have beneficial effects to those economies. When one considers the impacts
of the shock on aggregate African economy, it is not clear that the results will be
unambiguously positive especially on income. This is because oil exports account for over
60 percent of Africa's total exports, and these exports are the major source of government
revenue and thus the prime mover of economic activity. However, this caveat does not
diminish the importance of the insights from the simulations.

The results of this section not only show 'how.' exchange rate policy matters in a
general-equilibrium framework, but also demonstrate that it can matter in a non-trivial
manner. Having evaluated the differences in impacts of shocks under alternative regimes,
one might ask whether we have enough evidence to suggest that one exchange rate regime
is more beneficial than the other. Let us for the moment abstract from crucial pra'&tical
issues and assume that the exchange rate equations as modelled in MULTIMOD are
appropriate specifications of the polar-case exchange rate regimes8/ Besides, the choice
of an appropriate exchange rate regime requires consideration of more substantive iss1,les2l.
For one thing, the exchange rate regirnes assumed by the model versions used in this study
represent extremes. The real world is probably characterised by behaviour.Intermediate
between the polar cases. But the results of the simulations are richly revealing.

There is a clear trade-off between short and long run consequences of the shocks
under the two regimes. The results under the FLEX are generally more beneficial i.J:l the
longer-run than in the short run, whereas the reverse is true for the FIX version. An
important conclusion to be drawn from the results is that depending on the objectives of

~I Interest parity equations determine exchange rates in the industrial countries, and in the
DC region the interest parity condition is adjusted by the DC default risk premium to
determine the region's exchange rate. See Isard (1988) for a comprehensive discussion of
the limitations of the current practices in exchange rate modelling within large-scale
models, and his suggestions of possible frontiers for research.

21 See Aghevli,B.B, M.S. Khan. and P.J. Montiel (1991), and Soludo, C.C. (1992) for a
review of the crucial factors to take into account in the choice of an appropriate exchange
rate regime.
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Policy,'and whether the focus.is on the short or longer run, the choice of~ltt:n1~!ivepolicy
regimes have differential effects on the economy under givenexternalshocks. ThfspoiiltClin
be 'Stressed further by 'considering the reverse of the shocks. implemented in this stjldy.
Imagine for example that the oil price shock is an increase in oil prices rather fhan a
decrease; and that the external debt shock entails exacerbating the debt burden. since these
are negative shocks, it is .simply intuitive, to assume that their results may be the opposites
of the ones reported for the 'positive' shocks in this study. The overall impacts on output
and income under the two policy regimes would be negative especiallyinjheshortand
medium terms. However, it is easy to see that the negativeconsequences of the shocks '60
output and income would be exacerbated in the short and medium terms. under' the fixed
exchange rate regime whereas they would be reduced under the flexible regime. If, as we
indicated' earlier, flexibleexchange rate regime is consistent with market-based economic
institutions and fixed regime is associated with controlled institutions, a provocative inference
that can be drawn from our analysis so far is that a more flexible policy environment is more

. effrctive in attenuating the negative effects of adverse externalshocks while also ~talyzlng
therealization of longer-run, higher beneficial gains from positive shocks. Rigidpolicy

, regimes (fixed exchange rate) aggravates the negative effects of negative shocks but they also
, lead to higher positive gains from positive shocks in the short arid mediumterms. '

" \ ., . , - .

Whatever the policy regime, it is evident that the 'aurcrnaticvresponse mechanism of
economic agents is not able to eliminate all the negative impacts of negative external shocks.
In theabsence of complementary, 'discretionary' stabilization measures, even the flexible
regime can at best minimise but not eliminate the negative effects of negative external shocks

, on ,output and income. The above point is based on the inferences from our simulation
'results and for the moment ignores the fact that the size of the shock may also be very

, crucial. in determining whether or not 'automatic' stabilization can eliminateIts adverse
effects or not. From our knowledge of the nature and consequences of external shocks
affecting African economies (see Soludo, 1993c), it is reasonable to assume thatthese shocks
are indeed sizeable and would therefore require additional, complementary actions on'the-part

,'Of the policy-makers in order to mitigate their negative consequences. " The policy
"environment is crucial, but not sufficient. '

What is perhaps not obvious is how countries beset with certain kinds ofexternal
shocks should react. Should they develop a 'package' of responses for each kind of shock
and apply them whenever they occur or should their responses be ad-hoc and thus applied
on 'as- -the- situation- arises- basis'? What are the likely implications of some of the
instruments at the disposalofthe governments to respond to the shocks, 'and could there be
a potential conflict between the 'discretionary' response measures and the 10ng-term'pOlicy
environment? Some of these questions are taken up in the next section.
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'IV:, Implic,ations of DiscretionaryStabiHzationP~licvResponses
(. ':;'

, , , . j" :

'. ...

In this sectionvwe evaluate some proposals for discretionary stabilization ~UTe$"
to 'complement alternative domestic institutional policy selling in restating growth umler
given external shocks.

•" No doubt, the-character of any discretionary response to shocks will depend oottle,~

source andmagnitude.of the shock, its impacts on the economy; whether it is temporary or,
permanent; whether it is anticipated or is experienced as a 'surprise>ev,eTtt; the'l#,hJre of
institutional policy regime in place, and the sophistication of policy instruments available to
the policy-makers. -In designing policy package in response to shocks. perceptions about the
nature and timeframe of the shock are very critical since such issues impinge on whether. '.
the policy response should be one of short-term stabilization measures orstructural reform,
programmes. For example, can we realistically continue to regard .~9me of the. majQt
exogenous factors that affect Africa's economic development, namell,:.external financial. .•
resource flows, and terms of trade effects, as 'shocks'. in the sense"of uncontrollable, J

unanticipated events? A shock in this sense would connote the existence of a 'normal' trend",
or asomewhat arithmetic or geometric mean from which, deviations occur. The definition:
ofa·shockwould then depend on how one defines the pre-shock trend, and.perceptions.about \
the magnitude of the deviation ...Or, should we think of a shock as having occurred by ,
comparing the this period's figure with last period's figures, as .many people are' used to.,,;
doing?· ." " ;,;

, ," I ....:

':';, . Conceptually, a case can be made that depending on how policy-makers ,def~e:
shocks, policy responses would also differ. In a country in. which policy-makers have a long.",
term view of trends in major external variables,only significant deviations from this trend ';
can be interpreted as a shock worthy of policy revisions or responses, whereas in countries.,
in which policy-makers are myopic. and live fr0111 period to period, periodic changes.inthe..
time series would be interpreted as shocks and consequently elicit policy responses. For
instance, one may argue that since the external debt crisis of the early 1980s, combined with
the. increasing. flow of international resources to Eastern European countries and the
consequent sharp decline in flow of resources .to Africa, the external debt and debt servicing.,
constraints should rather be regarded as a 'permanent' shock which African states should"
learrt~W}iy~:with. On the other han~.theliterature is ~eplete -:vithannual reviews of poor-,
econol)lif.performance In several.African countries being attributed to the .'extemaldebt '
shock'·;i!.s.ifthe debt service payments could not be anticipated. For countries with major .
share of external debt owed. to private creditors at market interest rates; one may argue thal,
unfore.~r).changes in world interest rates would raise. the contractual interest payments•.and,
thuS'tl~cr~Jiher interest payments are experienced as 'shocks', Such is notthe case. for,
~ori,ty,of indebted African countries. A similarargument.can .bemade for the term~ of;
trade SllOCks. Ever since the late 1970s, the terms of trade for most African countries have·
been deteriorating, with occasional 'booms', The 'trend' has been on the downward slope,
aad. the question; is whether to continue to regard the periodic declines incommodity prices
or· rise In.import prices astshocks'. What is the base year for calculating the 'shocks's.the
previous.yearts value; 'a: trend, value, mean value, or a chosen base year1·

-."v..' "'.,
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.In general, one can distinguish two kinds of such shocks- temporary and permanent
shocks. Mosf'Q.fthe external factors impinging on Africa's growth have both components,
The trend in the behaviour of these variables shows that both the external resource flows and"
terms of trade can be realistically treated as permanent shocks in the sense of 'persisting'
over time, On> the other hand, there are also transitory components, experienced as
occasional, temporary, deviations from trend whichbccur as 'booms' or 'troughs'. The
permanent component of external shocks requires comprehensive policy package to '
'structurally' readjust the aggregate supply- demand nexus in the economy; while the
transitory component can be tackled with a set of short-term, mainly demand-management,
'stabilization' measures, The key differences between the two policy sets relate tc 'the time
horizon, and in.some cases, the policy' instruments used to address the problems:

, Structural reforms ought to tackle the sources of fundamental disequilibria in the
economy" We have so far abstracted from the domestic sources of disequilibria in the
economy (such as wage and pricing policies, taxation and expenditure policies, monetary ",
policy, financial sector policies, exchange rate regime, subsidies, trade regime, etc) and
focused exclusively on the impacts of external variables. In practice however.jiistortions.in ",'~,
these policies may aggravate the consequences ofthe external factors, while appropriate
reforms may attenuate them. Since policy reforms would hardly remove the external shocks,
fundamental structural reforms attempt to wheel the economy to a different, sustainable, path " ""
of production-consumption possibility frontier with the aim of increasing its resilience to the
shocks, promoting its flexibility of response, and in some cases, providing safety-nets for the
adverse, ,income effects. Beset with the permanent shocks, most African countries are
currently implementing far reaching structural reforms which, arguably, have the long-term
goal of removing the structural weaknesses that make them vulnerable to the shocks as well '
as aggravate the. consequences. These policy reforms usually emphasise macroeconomic
stability, prudent fiscal stance, exchange rate reform, financial sector and trade liberalization,
diversification of export base; public enterprise, labour market and agricultural sector '
reforms, etc. It is not our intention to rehearse 'the arguments for and against the policies
since the literature on those is not lacking. In our analysis, wetake those policy regimes as
largely given for most African countries.

Essentially, our focus in this section is on the stabilization measures that canusefully ,
beapplied to complement the structural reforms in response to transitory shocks. In the'last ,'"
section,:it was shown that different domestic policy regimes entail different consequences of
givenexternal shocks. But responses to given shocks depend essentially on the nature: of' ,
their jmpacts.and the available instruments to deal with them. It therefore follows that the " ,
design of specific discretionary responses to shocks should not be invariant to the nature of
existing, long-term policy regi rnes in place. For consistency, the existing policy regime may
ind~ determine the Jeasible boundaries for policy reform as well as the permissible ""
instruments that can be applied. In the discussion of the stabilization measures, attention is
alsogivell. to the implications of entertaining alternative policy regimes for the effectiveness
of any stabilization scheme.' '"

'Individual African economies differ markedly however in terms of the severity of the ,'I
shocks impacting on them which in part, depends on the nature of existing structural
imbalances. In several economies, economic management is predominantly occupied with
responses to external shocks. Under such conditions, the ad-hoc, sometimes panicky, short- '

1------------------------
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term responses may, over time, impair the effectiveness of attempts at long-term structural
reforms.. Efforts at containing short-run-destabilization in income, balance of payments,.· "
prices and employment result in temporary suspension ordistortion in the implementation of.
long-term reforms.' Thus, it is conceivable that several of the short-term stabilization
measures might conflict with other, mainly long-term, policy objectives. The extent towhich ' . l.

such conflicts OCcur can be regarded as among the costs of stabilization and.a cost-effective
programme will thus be one that maximizes the short-run objectives of policy in ways that
synchronize with long-run structural adjustment .

. The two main sources of external shocks considered in this study so far are the terms
of trade, and external financial resource flow shocks. Some differences-in the response. to
these shocks are expected. Thus, OUT discussion of the basic elements of the stabilization ,I:

measures are summarised separately for the trade shocks and external resource flow shocks .. '.
Finally, we also consider the scope and potentials for complementary responses by the
international' community.

Responses to Trade Shocks

The response measures considered under this section take the forms of fiscal
stabilization schemes and monetary and exchange rate policies. Each of these sets of policy ..,
measures is considered separately below:

Fiscal stabilization schemes

Volatility in export earnings affect the fiscal variables directly and immediately
because of the importance of direct and indirect taxation of international trade in most
African countries. Instability in trade results in instability in government revenues. The ..
volatility in export receipts presents two broad set of stabilization issues: One istoproteet'"
the economy from these swings and to cushion their impact, that is, to stabilize the timepath,c
of their use. The other is to maintain an allocation of resources between consumption and "
investment and between the private and public sector to prevent dislocating influences of-the .
foreign-resource instability on overall economic development (Andie, et ai, 1990:96). In this:
circumstance, fiscal adjustments; depending on the lag in the recognition of the shock, can'
then be the most immediate and effective response to swings in the export earnings. Also,
the critical role of the government in the economy of most African countries and thus the
importance of government budget entails that the most potent. instrument of short-term
stabilization at the disposal-of the government would be fiscal policy. Whether the swing
results in 'a temporary boom or decline determines the nature of policy responses to deal with
it. We focus mainly on the circumstance in which the shock is a negative one.

In general, the fiscal response to a shock would involve both automatic and
discretionary actions which can affect real expenditures and revenues. Such actions .may' ',.
include changes in.the level and composition of current and capital outlays; the tax structure .
and tax rates; the prices charged by public and semi-public enterprises; the nature and level ,.. 1:

of subsidies financed by the government and, decisions about the permissible level of d$
service payments. All these tools of policy are apparently under' the control of the
government. It's ability to effectively lise any or combinations of them in any circumstance
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depends on the structural characteristics of the economy in question, the administrative
capacity of the system and the political will to incur the costs of the adjustment. In reality,

.many African countries are too poor (with peasant agriculture dominating economic activity)
and too politically.volatile for high tax burden to be possible. Even in the rare case of an

.adequate tax base, the poor administrative capacity may be unable to take advantage of it.
It may be very difficult in the short-run to widen the tax base, improve revenue collection
and index the nominal value of certain taxes for inflation so as to expand revenues.

With an inadequate tax base and tax instruments, the fiscal response may shift to an
evaluation of the size and composition of real expenditures with a view of synchronizing
them with the available revenues. Obviously, a major characteristic of the fiscal behaviour
in most African economies is the coexistence of steadily growing real government
expenditures with volatile revenues. It therefore makes sense to argue for fiscal retrenchment
in tile face of drastic reductions in revenues, Given the unsustainable external debt profiles
of many of these countries and the poor or absence of domestic capital markets to raise
additional finances, it could be suggested that the government should adjust expenditures to
levels permitted by the current revenues, This would require that the government be
constrained to live within its means. Attractive as it may sound, this option has some costs.
First, given the role of the government as the prime mover of economic activities, the
volatility and uncertainties implied by this option would impart undesirable consequences on
economic activity. Second, there is also the problem of time lags in recognising the need
for budgetary action, revising and getting approval for the fiscal retrenchment, and
implementing the measures. Furthermore, it is not likely that political considerations (given
the fragile political base and the 'patron' role of government in most African states) would
permit flexibility in reducing real government expenditures. Current expenditures such as
the government wage bill, social services, subsidies, etc. exhibit a ratchet-effect behaviour
over time and are extremely difficult to reduce in the short-run. The expenditure item that
often bears the brunt of an 'emergency' or short-run reduction is the capital investments.
The consequences of reducing capital investments may not be readily noticeable and thus less
politically sensitive but with a long-run constraint on economic growth. This has been the
experience of most African countries in recent years, especially in an attempt to reduce
budget deficits. Investments in education, health, utilities, and physical infrastructure have
largely stalled in most African economies in face of declining revenue sources, a reluctance
to prune the size of government consumption, and the requirement to maintain. fiscal
discipline.

Given the inflexibility of government expenditures in the face of shrinking revenues,
a feasible option open to. most African governments is to run persistent budget deficits.
Deficit finance in the industrial countries is seen as means of stimulating aggregate demand
and employment in times of recession. In many developing countries especially Africa, it
is considered more as longer-term means by which public and private investment can be
sustained.at a level above the amount of voluntary savings plus capital receipts. In Soludo
(1993c), it is shown that budget deficits are positively and significantly correlated with short
.and long-run growth in output. This implies that budget deficits can be applied as a powerful
instrument for short and long-term stabilization policies. Deficits can therefore be sustained
to smoothen consumption and avoid the recessionary impacts of allowing government
expenditures to oscillate with trends in revenues,
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A critical question however relates to the optimal size of. such deficits as 'excessive'
and 'persistent' deficits would, over time, impart undesirable consequences on the economy
that would crowd-out the realised short-run benefits. .' Decisions about the appropriate size
of deficits may not be easy in the particular circumstances of many African countries,
Should it be set at a level to match the decline in revenues and thus 'maintain spendmaat the
pre-shock level, or, is it to track an exogenously set trend in revenues? TAA,qU\)S\iQn may
give the erroneous impression that the governments have maintained '~lancedbtKliet' during
the 'normal' periods and sparingly use deficit financing as a means to smoothen consumption
during negative shocks. In reality, budget deficits are indeed a recurring feature of public
finances in most African economies where they are not only used for stabilization; but also
as a means of employing extra resources to promote developrnent.s-i'I'he size of deficits
therefore reflects the requirements for' stabilization plus the component needed to finance
economic development beyond the levels of domestic savings and foreign borrowing. In
passing judgements about the size of deficits, the overall trend of the deficits is crucial rather
than deviations around the trend. In principle, whether or not the impact of fiscal policy on .
the economy 'is over-expansionary cannot be determined simply by looking at the size of the
budget deficit: Given a large decline in export receipts and thus in government revenues,
a large deficit may simply reflect low income and revenue receipt rather than indicate an
expansionary fiscal policy (Sharpley, 1984:62).

It is however important to maintain medium or long term targets toheJp guide the
government indeciding the permissible ceiling of budget deficits. One rule is to ensure that
over tiine,attempts to ease balance of payments constraints and reduce inflationary pressures
should constrain the claims of the economy as a whole.to match the resources available. .The
issue of deciding the time frame over which resources should be balanced is a mClQI point
however; In general, the time frame may be significantly influenced by the ,~yel of
structural underdevelopment of the economy, level and character of unutilized.resources,
access to alternative sources of finance, and the ability and political will to constrain
expenditures to match existing resources. The impacts of the deficits would also depend on
the direction of the expenditures: it matters on whether deficit-financed expenditures are on
tradeables or non-tradeables, 011 consumption or capital investment, on military build-up or
on provision 'Of fertilizers to fanners, etc.

Over time however, whatever may be the size and justification for deficit financing"
the intertemporal issues related to deficit options have to be carefully addressed. A major'
consideration in the recourse to this apparently cheap stabilization response rests not so much
with its size or ability to fine-tune the economy as with the ability and desire to also curb,
inflation and balance of payments deficits that might be generated by expansionary budget
deficits and private sector demand pressures. The point to be emphasised is that though a
cheap means of stabilization, budget deficit cannot be regarded as a 'free-lunch'; it has: its
own costs.

Aside from the inflationary and balance of payments effects, persistent deficits often
impair attempts at financial sector liberalization and promotion of efficiency ofresource use.
Different sources of financing thedeficit- printing of money, borrowing from the private
sector or from abroad- have differential impacts on the economy. Given the underdeveloped
nature of capital markets, printing of money is often the easiest and cheapest. source of
finance.' 'In some countries, borrowing from the commercial banks and private sector
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accounts for a significant ,grpportibnof total deficit finance. A'serious cost of-this financing
arrangement is the crowding-out of the private sector. First; in an attempt to make its
liabilities to theprivate sector easy to service, the government oftenrepresses the financial '
system by keeping the interest rate at very low levels. Second, in order to contain the level
ofmoney supplY,the,goverOlj1ent usually resorts to quantitative ceilings on amount of credit
to the private sector. The higher the government printing of money or borrowing from the
commercial banks, the lower the permissible credit to the private sector. In a regime where':
interest rates are deregulated, the consequence is that the spread between deposit and lending,
rates widensgreatly as banks struggle to make profitsfromlimited lendingactivities. Where •
interest rates are fixed by the authorities, rationing and black market for loanable funds'
emerge. Either of these circumstances passes the bulk of the adjustment onto the private
sector. Depending on the relative efficiency of investments by the publicandprivateseetoc;,l
the-overall impact on the,economy may be positive or negative. Even if the government
were a more efficient investor- an unlikely scenario- the apparent cost of its deficit finaricing
is the stifling of private.entrepreneurship, One argument often put forward in defence of
excessive government involvement in economic activity is that the private sector is fragile
and inefficient. But this negates the possibility that it can be nurtured, and in fact, its
inefficiency over the years may be the consequence of government's strangulation.' .

A closely related interternporal issue is the servicing of domestic debt. As table A-I
indicates, a sizeable proportion of the deficits are sourced from local financial markets. A
commonbut worrisome feature of many African countries is !he neglig~nce of their se~ce'
obligations on domestic debt. When revenues are shrinkirlg, 'an unhealthy response common
in many African economies is for policy-makers to renege on, or arbitrarily defer,
amortization and service charges on domestic debt. In many cases, local contractors are
owed their due payments for several years, and without interest payments. ;1:bis seemingly
cheap response to fiscal crisis also,has the undesirable con~eq\lenCeS of emasculating the
development of the capital market and the entrepreneurialclass. . . .: ,

Stabilization funds:

The basic conclusion of the foregoing analysis is that though a potentially powerful
instrument for stabilization, the interternporal constraints on persistent deficits have to be
considered seriously. This is one reason why it may be necessary to take longer ter,in view
of the swings in revenues relative to a secular trend in expenditure with the goal of d'esigning;
a: suitable rule for sustainable stabilization mechanism. No imbalance, whether fiscal or
external; originating from a lasting negative external shock can be financed indefinitely.
Thus, the policy-makers need to take a general and longer-term consideration of the shocks
negativeand positive- in order to balance the results of the boom with those ofthe negative
shocks and minimise the recourse to deficit-financing.

The major plank of the stabilization scheme requires that assets be accumulated and
decumulated during booms and slumps respectively as well as variability in the tax llIld
spending behaviours of the government. Since most African countriesare highly vulnerable
to SUdden and severe external shocks, this scheme requires that theymaintain a larger stock
of international reserves," relative to the value of their international' payments', than would
otherwise be the Case (Killick and Sharpley, 1984: 19). In essence, when there is reasonable
but temporary foreign' exchange windfall, it would in principle be beneficial to sterilize it by

1--------------------------
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$imply allowing foreign 'exchange tobuild up, leaving government domestic speriding 'at its
prior level, and also maintaining unchanged the volume of dollars offered on the foreign
exchange auction. This would beespeciaJly so in circumstances where export receipts
primarily accrue to the government (as in the case of oil exporting countries), or forthe
countries with foreign exchange restrictions and the government has monopoly over foreign
assets. If the government maintains tiscal discipline, the shocks were independently
distributed about a stable and well understood mean level, and initial foreign exchange
~rves were adequate, then this sterilization policy could be pursued continuously during
boom 'andslump. Thus, both private and public spending would be stationary at appropriate
levels, gIven permanent national income, and net foreign assets would take the strain (Bevan,
et al, 1992a: 47). The savings or assets could then be decumulated during the slumps to
smoothen consumption and investment. -

, This proposal is akin to tile scheme pursued by Bolivia during the period 1960-75 (see
:t.1\lSgrave, P.B., et al, 1981, and Andie et al, I990l.ll!/. The scheme entailed setting aside
fo~jgnexcharige receipts during booms, which would then be utilized during down-swing.
It required corresponding andsimultaneous blocking and expansion of the domestic currency
counterpart of the foreign exchange receipts in the upswing and the downswing, respectively.
The fund is based on a system of alternating deposits and withdrawals of specific amourtts
of export related receipts, and both the government and exporters participate in the scheme.
The deposit or withdrawal rate is determined by the relative devialron of the expected export
pric~froni the norm- where the norm is defined as a certain period moving trend. When
prices rise, the rate is applied to the private exporters' export proceeds after deducti()rl'()f
export taxes; they would then deposit the determined amount into the fund. The govemm:e:~t
too is expected to apply the same rate to its export tax collections and depo~t "$e'
corresponding amount. Then, if the expected price falls short of the 'norm' lev;!;, ,the
withdrawal.rate, expressed as the relative shortfall from the norm, is appli~.to p,ast d~~~its
and determine the amount the private exporter and the government would each with(lraw
from the fund. Because the initial contribution is not an additional tax ()n)b~j>rivate

exporters, the withdrawal would not constitute a subsidy either. The fund would not be a
part of the foreign exchange reserve account; nor would it invest in domestic investment not
to add to domestic demand. It would invest in foreign assets or would be used toretire
r'W'eign,~ebt(provided the continuity of foreign borrowing can be assured during the s!uinpl

" The effects of the scheme should be a more steady pattern of resource use in the
private as well as in the public sector. The pressure on monetary and fiseal policy would
be'telieved. Fluctuations in the now of export tax receipts to the govern!1lent budget would
be evened out, leadirig to more stable government expenditures and dampening the periodic
but reversible upward pressure on current expenditures.

" Attractive as this proposal might appear, it ,is not without some costs, , First, .t!le
Schemelocks lip real resources (the imports forgone) which could,'o'therwise be used fdr
~s'uniption and investment goods. In the African context, the unpr~t/ictabi1ity of incomes
d~rived from exporting, the destabilizing impact of fluctuating reserveson the money supply"
and the possible adverse effects of measures adopted' to cope with sudden payments crisis can

" ,
I.. •
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l!lI The review below benefits extensively from Andie, et al, 1990: 104-106).
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all be expected to increase uncertainties and the riskiness of investment, and.to.discourage
saving, thus retarding economic growth (Killick and Sharpley, 1984: 19-20). Second; the
scheme may be understandably difficult to implement in most African countries because of
the pressures to spend the extra windfall. In several countries, even the level of resources
available under the 'normal' circumstances or even booms may be inadequate to finance the,
level of investments necessary to achieve moderate growth rates. To then require that a
portion of the resources be locked-up to smoothen spending during a yet unforeseen future
slump may be difficult to implement. This, is especially in the context of rapidly growing
population with the attendant increase in demand for services as well as narrowing access.to
external finance. Another drawback in implementing this scheme is the difficulty in
deciphering whether a boom is temporary or permanent. A further practical issue relates to
the nature of the computed trend in export prices. As Andie, et at (1990) note, the trend is
strongly affected by the price movements of the period over which it is computed. But the
stabilization scheme is needed over a much longer period than the duration of an export price
trend. The issue is that historically trends have been known to shift. Thus, given this'.~,i.ft,

one-might have to wait for an upswing in the actual and expected export prices to be-able to
initiate a stabilization fund. Moreover, in a prolonged slump as experienced by several
African countries in the 1980s, the fund can be easily depleted before the upswing is
experienced again.

, ' Tangential to the above proposal is one of the most frequently canvassed stabilization
'schemes- to have trade taxes (particularly export taxes) vary inversely with exportprices.
ThisIs-most directly done by taxing exports in a progressive way and obtains .in the

"ecorltlinies where the export receipts accrue mainly to the private sector. When properly
structured, a progressive export tax would capture part of the gains arising from an increase

'in commodity prices and would mitigate the effects of the price declines on producer
'incomes. It would thus act as an automatic stabilizer provided that reserves are accumulated
during export booms to be expended during the slump. The effectiveness of this stabilization
mechanism relies on the government's ability to change its spending profiles so as to
accommodate the structural parameters prevailing in the private sector.

,:!' Experience has shown that taxation of whatever sort is generally difficult and costly
to implement as a short-run stabilization measure in developing countries. Because pf
weaknesses in tax administration in most African countries, implementation of higher tax

'rates is difficult: an increase in export tax rates can lead to srnuggling, increased tax evasion
rather than increased tax revenue particularly when the.exportindustry is suffering from an
adverseexternal shock: Also, high taxes, even if they are successfully implemented, weaken

, the external competitiveness .of the economy either 'directly as a result of export taxes or
indirectly when high import duties are levied on imported inputs for exportindustries,

Another interesting proposal is the one that leaves the burden of adjustment on
·governrrten~'expenditures. Arguably, the size and composition of government expenditures
!', inmost African countries need to be pruned to eliminate many of the wasteful and inefficient
.,.expenditures on maintaining redundant bureaucracy, subsidies to unproductive parastatals,

military expenses, etc. Having trimmed the expenditures to bare essentials, it is argued, the
remaining spending should be easy to manage especiall y during a crunch in revenues. In the
extreme, a stabilization programme based on the variability of government expenditures
would require that spending be varied procyclically with revenue fluctuations (Bevan etal,
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19923.: 48). Alternatively, the expenditures should be stabilized around a trend in revenues
(MaIlsfield,1980). The premise for this proposal, as experienced in -some developing
countries, is that tax revenue plays a stabilizing role whereas the destabilizing effects of the
budget originate mainly in expenditures. A norm is therefore formulated for. stabilizing the
budget. Essentially the norm limits the magnitude of the expenditures in anyone year to an
amount determined by the trend in revenues. Thus, "the 'allowable' expenditure is the
amount that bears the same ratio to trend revenue as actual expenditure bore to trend revenue
it! the base year in which the budget is judged to be neutral" (Andie, et ai, 1990: 104). This
is. defined as the year in which. expenditures are financed out of revenues and foreign
borrowing with no internal borrowing from the banking system. This norm requires that
each year's allowable expenditure be maintained as a constant proportion of trend revenue,
defined as the level of revenue that would have occurred if export earnings had been on
trend.

As in the previous case, a major practical problem with this proposal is the
computation and variability of the trend around which to stabilize spending: Also, allowing
expenditures to vary procyclical1y with revenues might be highly destabilizing .In the
economy, and with the ratchet-effects in government spending, this proposal might be very
difficult to implement in the short-run.

A general picture that emerges from the above analysis of options for "fiscal
stabilization schemes is that it is limited in scope as well as difficult to implement.
Analytically, the proposals to achieve some macroeconomic stabilization .by means of
instruments that lie within the budget in its strict and narrow sense (that is, tne taxation
expenditure behaviour of government), are appealing. In practice however, due to" the
constraints imposed by the type and degree of flexibility of political and social institutions

· in most African countries, these proposals have hardly been implemented especially as they
· relate to changing spending gears when needed. Also, some of the destabilizing

consequences of negative external shocks such as crisis in balance of payments may require
painful adjustment costs and structural changes and call for policies other than fiscal. In such
circumstances, the compensatory finance schemes discussed above could play an effective,
albeit limited, useful roles. Other complementary policies would be required.

Monetary policy, foreign exchange management and exchange rate ,policy

Monetary and exchange rate policies can be effectively deployed to complementfiscal
· actions in an attempt to stabilize the rnacroeconomy. As demonstrated in section III above,

the exchange rate regime is pivotal to the determination of overall policy direction, and is
,thus critical in choosing the combinations of relevant policy instruments to respond to specific
shocks. In order to assess the domestic potential for stabilization measures,the exchange
rate regime and monetary policies should be assessed jointly because their effects are
interdependent. Regardless of the controversy surrounding the choice of appropriate
exchange rate policy, the choice of any regime affects the need, desire and ability .of the

· monetary authorities toundertake monetary stabilization measures (Sharpley, 1984: 72).

External trade shocks- whether positive or negative- impact on the level of domestic
money supply. It is easy to infer that monetary and capital flow mechanisms are two
principal transmission mechanisms through which changes in export earnings affect the
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domestic economy. This is moreso if imports do not fluctuate in tandem with exports. If
the trade balance fluctuates sharply, the change in foreign exchange availability may be
reflected either in changes in capital flows to the economy or in changes in monetary
reserves. Theil, if capital flows offset the change in the trade balance, the availability of
credit from abroad offsets the monetary effect of a decline in foreign exchange earnings. In
any event, the domestic economy may still be affected significantly because, in most African
countries, foreign lending-is often targeted and finances a quite different pattern of domestic
spending than export earnings. But if neither imports nor capital flows offset changes in
export earnings, changes in international reserves and! or increased borrowing from foreign
lenders must do so (Black,S, 1981: 49). In either of these cases, changes in domestic
money supply is very lik'"ely to occur, which, from the previous experiences of most African
countries, is unlikely to be sterilized by offsetting domestic policy actions.

The exact monetary implications of a trade shock and the appropriate policy
'responses- including alternative sterilization programmes- would depend on the institutional
setting for the operations of monetary policy, the exchange rate regime and which agent (the
private or public sector! is the primary recipient of the export earnings. In most African
'economies, the effectiveness of traditional instruments of monetary management is limited,
because of the underdeveloped nature of the organised capital market. Generally, the
monetary authorities rely heavily on variations in reserve requirements, regulation of interest

. rates, lind quantitative restrictions on bank credit as powerful instruments of monetary policy.
The reserve requirement is indeed a very powerful instrument in most African countries but
unlike the open market operations, it cannot be changed frequently and also, commercial
banks require time to adjust their assets to new liquidity ratios. Quantitative credit ceilings
and sectoral allocation of credit are applied by many countries with varying degrees of
success as an effective means of development funding. Except in a few cases, interest rates
are not permitted to be tlexible and thus not a very powerful tool for short-term stabilization..
Under this institutional selling, portfolio adjustments of public and private agents to a
monetary shock, and hence the effectiveness of monetary policy, depend critically on the
nature of capital controls.

. Let us consider the case where the private sector is the primary recipient of export
earnings (see Bevan, et al,1991:106-111; and Collier, 1993: 26-28). Initially, the impact
effects of a trade shock will also depend on the exchange rate regime. If it isa flexible
regime and no capital controls, the money supply is largely unaffected. Private agents may
accumulate or decurnulateforeign assets (such as foreign exchange) without any impact on
domestic money supply. Money supply is increased (during a windfall) under a fixed
exchange rate as agents convert foreign exchange into domestic currency at the central bank.

Because of foreign exchange constraints, fixed exchange rate system usually goes with
capital controls inmost African countries. Thus the only financial asset the government
offers to private agents is domestic currency. If exporters perceive a trade windfall as
temporary, they would likely wish to save it. As they convert foreign exchange receipts into
the only permissible financial asset- currency- the liquidity position of the banking system
improves. Under an unchanged liquidity ratios and an absence of ceilings on credit
expansion, banks will now increase lending. Because of the usually excess demand for credit
under very low lending interest rates in most African economies, private consumption and
investment will increase. Given this scenario, it is likely that the supply of credit will

1------------------------
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increase relative to real income. To prevent this from happening, the government can
respondIn a number ofways. First, it may decide to sterilize the,inflow of foreign exchange
by increasing therequired liquidity ratio of the banking system Of selling government debt.
second, it may manipulate the quantitative ceiling on credit expansion or the interest rate
variable (where applicable) to prevent credit supply from outstripping realised income effects,
The reverse policy response may be called for during a negative trade shock.

What happens to the foreign exchange reserves? In the case of a windfall under fixed
exchange regime, there is a temporary accumulation of foreign exchange which the
government purchases from the private sector, This reserve is run down as private agents
repurchase the foreign exchange for their own imports. Depending on the mechanisms of,
foreign exchange management (documentation requirements, time lag between request for and
granting of foreign exchange, the, distribution of import licenses by sector, etc),the
repurchasing offoreign exchange by the private sector could have other consequences on the.
economy, The government may however decide to spend the accumulated foreign exchange, '
Uiider the circumstance, the extra tinanC'ialassets of the private sector do not have real .
value, for' when the agents' want to spend them there are no resources to finance an excess,
of investment over savings and so the price le~el will be bid up, dissipating the accumulated
assets-currency. The composition of the extra spending by the government is important in'
determining the overall impact on the economy. If the new spending were all on investment
goods, then aggregate investment in the economy is not lowered by the policy. Spending on
consumption would merely accentuatethe inflanonary impulses in the short-term, and the ,
impact onproduction wouldact through the aggregate demand side in the medium and longer,
runs.

In the circumstance of a negative jrade shock with a compensatory or an"
aCfOmmodating monetary policy, the consequences on the economy would be comparable to.•"
the situation described above in which the government spends the accumulated reserves and .
the new assets a.fli not backed with foreign exchange. The repressive inach,i~~ry of exchange ';
controls are called upon to suppress the resulting excess demand for foreign.exchange. The
economy also, has to live withthe inflationary consequences of the acCpmmOdating credit
policy. Again,the overall consequence just as in the case of fiscal deficit, depends on which,
sectors are the primary beneficiaries of the credit expansion. In some economies whit
enormou,s structural rigidities, sectoral credit allocation especially to preferred sectoTS.(mainly
atti~u,Ituie alid manufacturing) could bea powerful instrument for. shortand medium term;
stabili.~t\~n. In the end, the structural characteristics of an economy as ~ell as the costs or:
policy a:C\ions ,would be important considerations in designing an effective monetary response.,

, .

. When export receipts accrue primarily 10 the public sector (asis the case in most oil-"
ex,portingcoliniries), the response pattern may be altered. Where a windfall for exampl~"i~ ".
¢.:iceivedas long-lasting, the government might decide to pass on the benefits to the private
sei:tpr in a number of ways. From the experiences of Ghana, Cameroon, and Nige,ria, the·
me¢hallisin was through transfers (rents) to the civil servants by way.of. ul1Wamnted..
1n~~ses in salaries.. The implications of a temporary trade shock would ,46pen4·inainlyol).";
goVernment's foreign exchange management policies. One probable implication of a shock.
say awindfall-Is to reduce money supply because the government sells at least.Part of thl(
foreign exchange to the private sector. In practice, this is not always the case. In 'Nigeria·
for example, the reverse situation obtains, and oil windfall rather results in huge increases
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in money supply. The practice is that domestic currency counterpart fund for oil export
receipts is created-by the Central Bank, and the 'government spends' this as rellenties.. Oil:
re1a:ted revenues are deposited in the accounts of the federation, comprising the federal;'state,
aildloca1,governments,and the'resulting fund is' shared among thelevels'df'·govetnment'
aecording to a fixed formula.veach with the statutory power to spend without regard to the
monetary implications. Thisfullmonetization of foreign exchange receipts is one major'
source of large money supply increases in Nigeria. Since oil exportreceipts-constitute the
principal source of government revenue, a negative shock is often accommodated by
overdraftsfrdm the Central Bank of Nigeria. ,,'"

•
Several 'stabilization mechanisms are open to a country with similar structure of.

ownership of export earnings. The government in this case is perfectly ina. position to
pursue stabilization :with sterilization. As indicated earlier in discussions of fiscal
stabilization options, the government could stabilize by maintaining a steady expenditure:
programme which reflects a conservatively estimated long-run level Ofoil revenues. In other
wottlS, government expenditures should not-be allowed to increase during upswings since
they are difficult to reduce during slumps. The domestic currency counterpart Cif export
windfalls should not be' spent (stabilization with sterilization), or alternatively, the'
government coulduse the windfall foreign exchange for direct imports or debt service
(sterilization without stabilization).

",'. ',: .. '

. One advantage of not varying expenditures with swings in export receipts is that the
foreign exchange reserves build-up during upswings and are decumulated during downswings
thus leaving the supply of foreign exchange to the currency auction relatively stable. The
overall supply of foreign exchange to the auction also depends on the variations in
government's own imports and debt service payments. Assuming that these are also stable
over'time; then saving the windfall can be astraightforward issue.' In reality however, debt
servicepayments in particular may exhibit-some cyclical variations. In this case.tdebt
service may take up most of the export windfall, leaving nothing forreservebuild-up"
Without reserve accumulation, it is difficult to resist the temptation to recourse to spirallin~;

deficit financeduring slumps. Assuming stability of expenditure components, the extentto
which this mechanism helps to maintain stable exchange rate depends on theduration of
certain slumps relative to accumulated reserves.

. Alternatively, the Central Bank may decide not to buy the foreign exchange from the
government. The government is then constrained to' sell foreign exchange directly'tc the
private sector: Under a floating exchange rate, this sale of foreign exchange to private
agents would lead to an appreciation of the exchange rate. The cost is that it dampens the'
increase in domestic currency revenue. Since the action cheapens foreign exchange for the
private agents, the' government couldbe said to transmit the export windfallto' all net
consumers of importables, while of course punishing the non-booming tradeables sector. 'Thtl'
mong appreciation of the currency is reversed if the increased foreign exchange; supply is
not sustained, 'as is most 'likely to be, During downswings, supply of foreign exchange
declines and the domestic currency depreciates; with the consequent compression of imports
but results in a reversal of the Dutchrtlsease phenomenon' caused' by the currency
appreciation. The gyrations :ili exchange rate between strong appreciation and depreciation'
causes uncertainties in the economy and may depress privateinvestment,

;: . .:: ,I' '):'; . ::, ,
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.In general, when export receipts accrue to the public sector, the required stabilization
response during a shock will depend on the nature of exchange regime, the size of debt
service payments, and the ability of the government to resist the temptation of translating.
extra earnings into extra spending. The success of a government's sterilization w.ith or
without stabilization measures during a boom win significantly determine the latitude it win
have over stabilization during a slump.

Which exchange rate regime is better?

In the foregoing analysis, a lot of emphasis has been placed on the nature of exchange
rate regime in determining theinstruments and effectiveness of policy responses. In the
preceding Section III above, the implications of alternative exchange rate regimes for given
shocks are clearly demonstrated. Without attempting to provide definitive recommendations
about the choice of optimal exchange rate policy, it is important to summarise some of the
implications of alternative regimes for effectiveness of discretionary stabilization, '

One conclusion that emerges so far is that variability in exchange rates can be a
powerful stabilization policy response. For example, a government faced with both fiscal
and external imbalances can, in addition to an appropriate fiscal and, monetary stabilization,
rely on nominal and real devaluation to improve its external balance. If ad valorem export
and other related taxes are major part of revenue, devaluation will increase government
revenue: But if import duties and other taxes on imported goods are dominant and morero
if these taxes are of specific nature, much of the positive impact of the devaluation will be
offset by a decline in imports and the import-related taxes. On the other hand, devaluation
will also increase the nominal value of expenditure on government imports and foreign
interest payments. Indirectly, it would also raise government spending on goods and
services. In general, the impact of devaluation on the fiscal balance would depend on many
factors, including the relative income and price elasticities of imports and exports, the shar~.

of trade taxes in revenue, the shares of imported goods and interest paY!pents in
expenditures, the character of the tax system, the extent of domestic inflation genera~b)'

the devaluation, and the-extent to which public sector wages and salaries are indexed. to
inflation (Chll, 1989: 118).

Over the years, there has been raging controversy about what.exchange.rate varial?ility
can or cannot achieve in developing countries especially in Africa. SOmescholars, especially
those opposed 10 Ihe SAP reforms. question the effectiveness of exchange rate changes giy~n

the peculiar characteristics of the African economies. There is controversy about the nature
.and level ofcurrency overvaluation and thus the correct value of real exchange rate. No
doubt, the optimal real exchange rate, which is itself a function of the desired bias-in trade
regime and other variables, will not remain the same under all circumstances. 11 is also
common knowledge that, ceteris paribus, alterations in the real exchange raternay prove
dllsirable in response to altered prices for the country's exports on the world market or, for
other r~ons (including a desire to shift the bias of the trade regime). Even if policy-makers
were to'know exactly what the optimal value of real exchange rate is and therefore able to
target it' correctly, the question is Whether the policy can achieve the intended benefits in
Africary countries.' . .

", s .
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... There is considerable disagreement'over the relative meritsand demeritsof~ fixed
and flexibleregimeund hencewhich system has greateq)otential for economic st8bi1~Pon ..
In the tirstinstance,analysts disagree over whether then~.forstabilizatiQn siemsmt#
from exogenOUS fluctuations in domestic cortditions or from world demand; and over the
extent to which each.:exchangerate system insulates the economy against these initial
exogenous causesof instability (Sharpley, 1984:72). As Aghevli, et al, (1979i7~6) note:; .:

Floating exchange rates have sometimes been, ad~ted on the grounds that
they insulate a country from external shocks generated by world demand

. conditions. However,disturbances in thedeveloping economies oftenoriginate.
on the domestic supply side, and floating rates are ineffective in eliminating .
their impact. In contrast, under fixed rates, reserve.movements absorb part of
the internal supply shockand reduce the impact on the domestic economy by
allowing domestic absorption to exceed production in the short run. Also, a
floating. rate.: s-ystem cannot insulate most developing countries from the
fluctuations in their external terms of trade, since in most cases major export

•and import prices are determined in world markets.
,. . " " ,-. . j >"-1

Onecan-reasoaably assert that trade induced shocks emanating from external sources,
but intensified by domestic policies impactdirectly on a-country's balanceof payments, anlf
througlf the transmission mechanisms, on incomeandprices. Given the potentialinternll1 and
external imbalances generated by the tradeshocks, in whatwayscouldexchange rate po,licies
be employed to eliminate or minimise the imbalances?

Analytically at least, it is.clear that under a fixed exchange. rate, a country\v.ith! ~
higher rate of inflation than its ,trading partners- a very common phenomenon with most
Africancountrieh will suffer macroeconomic imbalances. The inflation increases the
purcIlasingpower of,.domestic currency when spent abroad relative to its value whenspCnt,
in domestic market. As a resuh, domestic agents tend to increase theirpurchasesabroad and,
reduce their;sales abroalLJf there are no capital controls, lheagents also try to exchange
domestic assets denominated in'domestic currency units for foreignassets denominated in
foreign currency units. The overall effect is a deterioration in the country's, extel:r\a,1!
competitiveness and balance of payments, as well as a depletion of the international reserves.
In this eircumstance, African countries have two majorpolicychoices: to alter the exchange
rate ona impose quantitative restrictions on international trade. Before the introduction of
SAP reforms in most African countries, the policy response to the crisis haS consisted.of
some price measures (such as raising tariffs on imports, sgpsidies on minor exports,anli
quantitative restrictions on imports generally), and permittingdeficit in the balance of
payments to develop, The BoP deficit is financed by running down foreign exchange
reserves .and/or borrowingfrom-abroad. The above scenario correctly captures the policy

.respclllses of Nigeriangoyemment to negative oil price shocks durj.ng the 1970s and early
1980s. In 1982 for. instance, dltl> Shagari administration enacted the 'Economic Stabili~tion

Act', and the: hallmark of the measures was a plpthora of fairlY4etailed, ad hoC trade:
restriction. policies'designed to.'cum· the excessive demand f~ foreign exchange combined
with: 'increased boiTowing fromi,abroad to finance, the persistiJtg ,BoPdl:ficits•. The
consequence was the accumulation of large external debts which became di(ficulttoserVice
when the oil price shock proved to be long-lasting.
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The experience of Nigeria may be typical of most African countries during the-same
period. Payments Imbalances-cannot be permanently financed-. Nor .cana4 hQl:quantitative
restrictions on trade be sustained on.a long-term basis". ThedistortiQnll(y.c~Dsequences ~f
overvalued exchange rate and the attendant exchange controls in such a regime as well as the
pervasions of controlled trade regime were. all tooevident. in most Afri~ countrl~.; At
SOI11O point, alterations of the exchange rate must be undertaken as a, response to the eXCess
demaDd for foreign exchange. The precise nature of thi,s alteration is in question. Kruegei:
(1981: 93) has.suggested,however, that" .. .if a country witha fixed exchange rate foundtlJat
its price level was beginning to increase more rapidlythan that of its tradingpartners, the
best policy in the absence. of willingness to allo~_ freely fluctuating exchange rates would
most likely be some form of indexation (sliding peg) of the exchange rate". As to'the
specificnature of the peg, Krueger goes on to indicate that: '

Various formulas are possible; for example, the exchange rate can be set
relative to a major trading partner in conformity with the differential between
the country's and the trading partner's.inflationrates, or a weighted average .
of the rates of inflation adjusted for exchange rate changes of several major '
trading partners can be deducted from the country's own rate of inflation. In
different circumstances. the number of countries it is desirable to include. in..
the calculus can differ, but in all casesadjustment mustbe madeat fairly short
time intervals. .

The sliding-pegis seen as an i'~term~iate case between the fixt:d rate andJloating
rate, Under a flexible-exchange rate, thegovernment has less need to curb inflation tQworld
tevds; thus reducing the pressure to restrain budget deficits and the resulting increase in
domesticcreclit (Currie, 1976). .Theory and evidence show that there are other reasO~~. to
recommend flexible exchange rate over fixed rate. For example, under a flexibleelCctwtge
rate the monetary authorities can pursue their overall monetary targets while. being'l~s
fettered by BoP objectives, since part of the disequilibrium in the demand forand' supp~y})f
foreign exchange is corrected by adjusting the exchange rate. In this case, the mon~
authorities are spared some of the task of neutralising the monetary .base from chang~'in

BoP (the foreign assets) and can concentrate more on achieving their overall moiletar)'
targets. On the contrary, with a fixed exchange rate, the burden for neutralising c)1llJiieS.in
foreign assets remains with the monetary authorities, which is' likely to fifid' this an
iniptactical task and will thus be less aMe to pursue independent monetary target~ (Sharpley,
,1984: 73). . .

. One conclusion can be drawnfrom the foregoing analysis, namely, that the SCO)?C for
controlof monetary base and hence the effectiveness of stabilization programmes that relies
to an extent on monetary policy. is greater under flexible than fixed exchange rate.
Experience from most African countries shows also thatfixed exchange rate regimeis almost
always, accompanied with enormous,and sometimes strangulating. state controls over

'.economic .activities. Such controls, especially when they are administered by ineff!.cienl and
.'corruptpublic sector, have largely failed. A flexible rate regime, on the other hand, confers
greater flexibility in economic management, and it is not surprising that many GOu~tries .are

,appreciating the wisdom in.its adoption. Despite all its shortcomings, it appears that on
r balance,. a regime that ensures the alteration of the exchange rate (be it afiQating, ~dingor

crawImg,peg,; or occasional devaluations) in response toeconomic fundamentals is.preferilhJ.e
. ". , ".. \'
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to a regime that isarbittarily fixed by the authorities. The insistence on a fixed exchange
· regime could be traced more to a tendency to emotionally link a strong currency to natiorial

pride than out of comparably superior economic' arguments. . Given the domestic supply
constraints, the introduction of flexible rates in many African countries has precipitated high
inflationary pressures in the short arid medium runs. Such a consequence is generally loathed

· by labour unions and they usually oppose attempts at exchange rate liberalizations. Also, it
should be "stressedthat resistance to devaluation may not always, or only, come from. the

.'. working class or the left but may come even, more strongly from the interest groups that
- benefit from large import premia and quantity rationing" (Dervis, K., 1981:505). In
.., Nigeria, despite nearly seven years of exchange rate liberalization, some interest groups

(other than labour) are still complaining that the policy was aimed at abolishing-their major
source of rents (import licensing scheme).

RespOnses to external resource flow shocks

• We now consider appropriate responses to external debt shock as well as variability
in the expected official development assistance. Issues related to external debt management
are discussed first.

The international capital markets can provide an escape route for countries
experiencing income loss due to trade shocks by ensuring access to financial resources to
smoothen consumption and investment. ManyAfrican countries used this as apowerful
stabilization mechanism in the mid 1970s up to 1980. At the dawn of the Mexican debt
crisis in the early 19805, coupled with the collapse of the commodity prices, the magnitude
of the external debt problems of most developing countries came to the fore. For most of
the African countries. the drying up of voluntary lending by the private external lenders.and
the huge, unpaid interest arrears on existing debt could not be regarded as a temporary shock
but a permanent crisis. There is a vast and rich literature on the causes and consequences
of the debt crisis to require repetition here, Most analysts would agree that the debt.crisis
is central to the current economic crisis in Africa and the consequent reform programmes in
most African countries.

From the structure and characteristics of the external debt obligations of most African
countries, it is evident that the problems are very fundamental and thus the response pattern
require more focused long-term solutions rather than short-term stabilization measures. Most
of the debt are publicly guaranteed and owed. to bilateral and multilateral agencies at fixed
concessionary interest rates. Numerous proposals have been made and tried as part of this
long-term solution. Aside from the structural adjustment programmes designed to eliminate
the sources of fundamental disequilibria in the economies, various strategies-' Balcer and
Bradly initiatives, debt buy-backs, debt-for- equity swaps, debt conversion programmes,

· countertrade, debt reschedulings, debt forgiveness/cancellation schemes-etc- have been tried
,c, in various countries with varying degrees of success. In most of the countries however,

some of the measures proved to be temporary palliatives and neither reduced the stock of
debt nor the debt burden (except the debt forgiveness programme for Egypt ill 1991).
Perhaps one reason Why many of the strategies have not succeeded is that the .problems
border more on 'insolvency' than on 'liquidity' (see Fajana, 1993). This is the basis forthe

1-------------------------
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argument by some analysts that short of outr:i~ht cancellation of a significa1)t ~rtion of
Africa's debt, the debt.erisis may never be solved in the foreseeable future. ' , ,

.• :-c ; ~

Let us ignore for the moment the analysis Ofoptions for long-run solutions to the debt
crisis andeontinue to focus on possible responses, to short-run, unanticipated shoeksthat lead
toshort"fa1lsin expected external resource flows. External debt poses a sen,ousconstl'a;int
with regard to resource flows in two majorways: First, inte~st paymeritsand ariJortitation
on debt drain-away the meagre investible resources from Africa. This is in addition'to the
O\ltflow ofpriNate capital,(capital flight) as a consequence of perceptions about a country's
crilditworthiness and,possible consequences of the policy~',reform programmes. Second,
because of the linkages between the multilateral agencies and private lenders, 'lack ofsu~
in servicing debt owed to the multilateral agencies limits access to foreign private finanCe.
Since these conditions are fairly predictable, one may argue that changes in external resource
flows as a consequence of the external debt cannot be regarded as 'shocks' as such. With
a predictable resource flow profile, countries can then efficiently plan' their 'portfolios to
mainlain consumption and investment at levels dictated by resource constraints. For
countries ,that owe a significant proportion of their debt to private lenders at floating interest
rates (for example Nigeria owes at least 25 percent of its debt to these sources), unanticipated
changes in world interest rates could significantly affect the size of the' debt interest
paymtmts., Responses to such a shock would depend on the size of the shock and the
resources available to the government in the given period.

Whether the 'shocks' are predictable or not, African countries have two major options
" in their short-term management of external debt. Assuming that the existing st~k of'debt
,:is,notreduced through debt cancellation and that current trenC:ls)n termsof trade coniiltue,
then rescheduling ofpart of contractual debt service obligations w~uid continue as apowmul
short-run stabilization measure. On one hand, it leads to an incipient 'irtvoluntary' leMing
of the arrears rescheduled or capitalised thus giving the country a breeding space arid some
resources to smoothen consumption and investment in the short-run, , This should remain a
potent short-run response measure to unanticipated decline in resource flows but should not
be putsuecLasa rouliile response, Another existing measure which should be strengthened
is for- countries to"tie· debt servicing to export performance and thus tatg~ji,a certain
percentage of their exports as debt service, ratio, One practical difficul~ with:thjs option is
that sometimes debt :servicepll~ments are duebefore ev~n midyear so tha'it ·is difficult to
knowexalCtly the:export performance for the, year before servicing debt;~ The.principle is
what. i$imJ*tant;andpolicy analystscould .thenprovide forecasts of exPort trends for each
year arKkJJence the,.expected interest,payment~.This would ensute'that volatility in
government revenues, are also passed on, to most expenditure categories ilicludingdebt service
payments"One possible cost of this proposal is that the ilO~rtaintiesitbriiiiftli a country's
debt~.payments .eould affect its relationship with, the creditors. Thi's' OO!1lll affect the
countr:t~ ~it 1"l!tillgs and thus its access to other externalsources of d~eiOpin~ntfinance.

,

J..~j.de from themanagement of external debt, one other major-source (ifnQt the most
impo~t)SQu1'ce:'ill'@Cellt years) qf volatility in external resource, tl()WS to Africa' which
needs .(t~t;Mly .PWg~m/lled responses is,.the bilateral finan~ial 'aidslgrarl~(official

dev:~~t ,as~C{l~ ODA). , In mQ~t Afri,can countries,tbe i. impl~mentlition of
governmMW anl)lt1Il'~\Idgets relies heavilyon the (}DA. Drastic llhoJ;tf~s' in th'e:txpected
grants'c:Qlf14 also imPJet a major shock on the economy. How sIioll1I1;Couit~-Iespot1d to

. . :jL-il~ .:1. "; ,Ci.'::"j~;!.,.;," '
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'. thisldnd of shock'? .1\' would .depend on a country's l~ehof·dependence,tothissource of
(mance, and its accesstoalternalive sources-of funding. ' It may, be. $traight,Wt, acglJAtrf to
simply borrow the shortfall in ODA from the private capital markets if its existing debt

"profile permits it to do so, If its exposure to foreign finance is already tDohigh and the
~> ;,shortfall inODA is great, the stabilization measures required may be very drastic. One

option is to seek easy .relief in deficit financing with. its consequences as discussed eulier.
'. Another option, especially when the shortfall in ODA is not a temporary shock,cal\s,for

adjustments in both the level and the composition'of real expenditures to sustainable Ievels.
. Indeed, shortfalls in aDA is, in principle, synonymous to shortfallin government revenues
.'due to tradeshocks and the various fiscaland monetary Wlicy responses d~scusSC\i earlier

<could be applied.

'\, International dhnenslens to successfulstablllzatlon

r, ,The:discussions so far have concentrated on the, appropriate policy.environment,for
efficient .'automatic' adjustments to extemal . shocks as well. as the complllmQlttary

c.: discmtionary.actionsofthe policy-makers. It is conceivable that -a combination ot:Jhese
i., measures may or may not eliminate tse.negative consequences of the shocks. ForA~ in
;~>, particular, mostanalystsbelieve that because of the structure ofits economies and th~!d~ree

ofdependence on the industrialcountries,it would be.difficult, ifnoUml)Qssible,for.A.ftican
economies to overcome the negative consequences of the shocks impacting on them. One
implication of this is that a successful stabilizationcum adjustment programme requires

.appropriatecomplementary actions011 the partof industrialcountries, commercialbanks,. and
international development and financial ·institutions.. This-point, is increasingly, being

: " 'recognisel!by international development agenciesll/. In a speech, the Managing/Director
of the I.M.F notesthat::'

Effective policies..in the developing countries -central as they are toa :i,

successf.ul growth-oriented adjustment programme -are not sufficient. This is ,
my third point. Industrial countries can and should provide crucial supportby
following sound monetary and fiscal policies that are compatible with.healthy..
noa-inflaticnary growth of world demand, lower international interest rates"
and an appropriate·pattern, of exchange rates; by rolling back protectionism; '" '.

.and by providing. .increased official development assistance andall..eql!ite",,·,
t, i;'i, . ,official export credit..,Clearly, it will be more difficult to make.prQgress,in,
!' ... , .. reducing debt-burdens if the real interest rate on debt exceeds the growth'tate c," .
" ' .. , i,,'Df.~eJoping-countryexl)Qns, .and if the incentives to adopt more 'outward-:

, looking' policy,reformsare sapped by protectionist. barriers. To work well" ... '
the adjustment.process must be.symmetric.We cannot have two standards of., i.i

". ; .. ,(

, .,' .

')" .r.,

I

," . 'il1:,This point'was adequately emphasised byboth the President of the World/Bank,",
s, "Barber Coll'able' and the Managing Director-of the I.M.F" Miche\.CamdessilS' 'Hf t\reir,'.,
.~. openingr.rernarksduring a symposium on growth-oriented adjustlllerttprogrartlrnes', that,
. : was OIgllJlizedjointly by the,twoinstitutions (February25-27~ -1987). see Q61'bO; "
,; 'GoldsteiAi'l!ndiKtlan.{1987d-II).."j ",I; :'>'" ,.;,' ,'.m
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adjustment -one for industrialcountries and the other for developing countries
(Camdessus, 1987:10).
-'-I'

Giventhe natureof theexternalshocks afflicting African economies, a case can easJ1y"i}
be made for the desirability of complementary actions on the part of the international,
community. Appropriate actions by the international community can significantly affect the
natuIe.and magnitude of the shocks affecting African economies and also provide important
avenUes to promote long-term development in the region. Actions by the international .
community can be more relevant for long-term structural transformation of African ii'
dnomies because it would be more difficult to make changes in the global rul~,of.f

behaviour in response to cyclical shocks in individual African economies. .Evidently, .
discussions in policy circles have never. been lacking in enumerating a plethora of ways the
international community can be helpful in ensuring Africa's growth. But the gl()bal ....'(
community itself is dynamically evolving and the instrumentalities of its roles in the fortunes r-

of individual countries are also changing. One critical question is whether, in view o£,,,
current and foreseeable trends in the evolution of policy coordination at the global level, .
severalof the demands being madeon the international community by Africa are dependable
and .sustainable for its stabilization and structural transformation. Sustainability and,
dependability are the key parameters and we evaluate some of these demands below within
the.ambitof those parameters.

Recent proposals and programmes sponsored by .the United. Nations under the"
UNPAAERD and NADAF, place a lot of emphasis on the external environment anl,
committed the international community to a number of actions 12/. The actions expected ,."
from the international community include finding solution to the external debt problem oC
Africa, commitment to certain minimum level of official development assistance(ODA)~'
which under NADAFis set at US$30billion per annum, grantingof improved marketaccess ,
to Africa~sexports, provision of resources needed for diversification of Africa's production
base, and a proposal for a functional commodity stabilization fund.

. ,.
As articulated by the protagonists of thesedemands/proposals, the logic behind some.]

of them is unassailable. Given the paucity of financial resources vis-a-vis the requirements
for funding development efforts, the case for increased ODA is hardly arguable. The same
case goes for a need to negotiate external debt relief for most African countries. These
African countries cannot, in the face of declining exportearningsand shrinking access to new
externalborrowing, continue to bear the heavy debt service burden which in somecountries"
gulps up more than SO percent of their annual export earnings. For effective stabilization.
programmes, a temporary negative shockcan be financed by running downreserves Ind, or,
borrowing from foreign sources. These foreign sources have almost dried up thus lirnitinglJ
the scope and flexibility of stabilization. It is in this regard that the demand for increased.
ODA~ aids can be understood. To complement the debt issue is the need to create an
effectivecommodity stabilization fund to compensate African exporters for the gyrations in
the pri~ of primary .cornmodities- indeed to stabilize the prices at. some level, If the,

12/ UNl'A.ABRD is the United Nations Programme of Action for Africa's Econoinic
Recovery and Development, 1986-90; and NADAF is the successorprogrammenamedH
the New Agenda'£oi'the:Develapmentof Africa iii the 19905. .:;. .

,: ; .

<.' I
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industrialcoutltriell ~u1d alsocomplement this by pursuing policies~t ensure lower prices
for their exports, the perennial worsening of Africa's terms of trade could be alleviated. It
is hoped, arguably though, that should the international community fulfil all the expeCtations
and demands from it, stabilization or even structural adjustment in African countrieswould
be able to achieve its Qbjectives. .

.The fact however is that they have hardly beenimplemented. Under UNPAAERD,
most of the expectations from the international community were largely not met, and the
failure, of the programme was attributed mainly to the unfavourable external environment
during the period. There is no reason to believe that the commitments of the international
co111munity under NADAF will also be met, especially.in the area of resource flows giv~
the current 'donor fatigue' and the increasing shift of international resources to fund the
reforms in eastern European countries. Nor is there basis to expect that the industrial,
countries will makeany conscious efforts to constrain. their domestic policies to generate an
international environment conducive to stabilization efforts in Africa.

"

There lies the dilemma., Unfortunately, what Africa needs Or demands fronjthe
international community can scarcely be met. Wheredoes Africago from here then'? DoeS
it ring-off its hands in resignation andheap blames on, the doorsteps of the international'
community? Why can't Africa's demands be met, and is there. away forward? Given iJle
nature of the problems, is there' a future for successful' stabilization and structufal
transformation despite the unfavourable environment? There are indeed no easy answers to
these questions. A starting point might indeed be to re-examine the demands on the
international community. In doing so, one cannot but come to. the conclusion that a
stabilization programme that depends heavily on the benevolence and whims and caprices of
the international community cannotbe expected to work. It will be inexpedient to expect it
to work. Even if it wprks in the short-run, a continent eager to establish the foundations for
sustainable 10ng-~1Il growth, and also build the institutions that make it less susceptibll~'to
the vagaries of the external environment cannot expect to escape pervasive,dependence by
pandering to the emotions of the international community. Such a policy, if a policy it is,
is neither dependable nor sustainable.

Let us re-examine some ofthe demands once more. Take the case of.deterioration
in terms of trade and the demands for commodity price stabilization which is sometimes
euphemistically referred to as the demand for the industrial countries to ;pay a fair price' f<ir
Africa's exports. One critical question ishow such a price will be derived, by who, paid by'
whoand for how long? In the new global trading environment characterised by~cute

competition, who should pay such 'subsidy' forever, or, should the 'stabilization' havea time
frame? Is it not common logic thatbuyers of Africa's exports (be they industrial countries
or otherwise) wouldbargain to have the products at the cheapest price possible? By the way,
such schemes for price stabilization are.not new, and one might ask why they have nQt
succeeded in the past. Deterioration in Africa's terms of trade has persisted for about two
decades llO\'\', ~th sporMic improvements for some. countries for some years. Is it not
logical to regard such a phenomenon as a permanent feature of our international trade and
if so, for how long should the foreign consumers of Africa's products subsidize the price?
By the.Vf8.Y; there are other countries in other regions (which in the past had similar income
level an.d,export concentration as most African countries) but have succeeded in diversifying
their eiPort base. It can be argued that Africa cannot replicate the Asian miracle tclday.

1------------------------
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This may be true, but the question is what prevented African countries from diversifying
their own exports then or even now? There are just too many questions and answers to them

, w.l?ulll depend on aile's understanding or belief about the nature of Africa's problems and
" solutions.

First, let. us state that a permanent commodity price stabilization mechanism for
Africa's exports at the international level cannat and should not work. An important
analytical point is that volatility of commodity prices is a signal and an incentive to reallocate
resources away from the commodity sector to other sectors. .·A. 'price stabilization' that
constrains prices to remain at given historical levels can be beneficial as short-mil (perhaps
once-and-for-all) stabilization response, but over the medium-and longer runs, it breeds
inertia-kills incentive for change, and becomes a prescriptionfor the perpetuation of African
economies as solely primary commodity exporters permanently dependent on the benevolence
of the industrial countries. It is akin to a permanent welfare-cheque in some of the industrial
countries which, with all its best intentions in the United States, has succeeded in producing

· a horde of people without any incentive to escape the depe~dellcy cycle nor a willingness to
· bear responsibility. Necessity, it is said, provides the motivation for invention. In principle

. e. . . '. ••• . ' I " • '/ ) , I I·' ~ .. •
, therefore, permanent commodity stabilization fund at the international level for Afncan
· exports is not desirable. In practice, it is not feasible.

Also, it is arguable whether Africa's external trade problems emanate more from
volatilityof the export prices or from the loss of market shares. In the 1950s and 1960s, the
export prices for Africa's exports were comparably not better than what they;have been in
recent years but Africa had relatively healthy trade balances and trade was rather anengine
of growth. One factor that explains the differences between then and recent-experiences is
the volume of traae effect. As tables A-4 and A-5 show, Africa has been 10singmarJret
shares in almost all its commodity exports over the years. In a recent 'study, Svedberg
(1991) investigates the role of terms-of-trade losses versus losses in export volume in

· explaining the poor performance of export earnings in sub-saharan African countries for the
period 1954-85 and found that: i: \

";). ,'1,,'

although most countries in the region suffered a significant decline in export
.revenues in the period 1970-85, the main causeof the decline was the falling
export-volume and not the declining terms-of-trade. In fact', in an earlier
period, 1954."69, although tlie terms-of-trade were not lJl~r~ favourable (than

. in the later period) in .the region,. export revenues, experienced significant
growth due mainly to increases in export volumes (see Elbadawi, et al, 1992:
75-76). ." .

Thus, if Africa had maintained or increased its market shares in most of its commodity
exports, it is conceivable that the trade-induced crisis might .not have been as severe as
experienced in recent years.

A second item in the demands from the international community is increased flow of
ODA. The macroeconomic case for additional financial assistance to African countries
cannot be denied. What is doubtful however is that such increased financial inflows will be
effectively deployed, Killick (1992) has demcin~tnlt¢the relative ineffectiveness of financial
aid to Africa, and the statistics in table A-6 fii the appendix are revealing.
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From the table, one is tempted to conclude that comparatively, Africa has not been
lacking in the flow of foreign financial aid. What is' worrisome is its low productivity in
Africa. In any case, another point to be noted about aids is that they are never given as
'free-lunch' . Often they are targeted funds and since the donors do not run 'charity 'homes
with these monies, they expect some benefits in return. Michael Meacher, MP and British
Shadow Minister for Overseas Development is quoted assaying recently that:

Western aid is now being increasingly used as lever to obtain trade. In 1991,
no less than 74 percent of Britain's bilateral aid commitments (amounting to
nearly one billion pounds) were tied to British goods and services. Moreover,
of the further one billion pounds of British aid committed to multilateral
agencies,such as the EC or World Bank, every one pound is expected to yield
lAO pounds spent on British goods... (see West Africa magazine, 2-8 August,
1993: 1344).

The Minister added that what remains of the traditional aid is hedged around with economic
and political conditionality. Any wonder then that some scholars have argued that financial

, ,aid from industrial countries is a means of ensuring that African' markets remain open to
"them aM also perpetuating Africa's dependence on the west. Needless to say that-a country
desiring to exercise independence in its domestic economic policies and foreign policy cannot
also be permanently dependent on financial aids. If because of given amount of financial
aids, African countries have to take dictations about which markets or firms to import from,
and at given prices; which products to invest in; who gets which contracts and at what price;
what to export and to whom, etc, then the role of foreign financial aid in economic
development ought to seriously reconsidered. Over the long run, it seems, aids may not be
as useful as they seem to be.

The point of emphasis is that it is time that Africa re-considers seriously its
relationships with, the international community. In today's world of increasing
interdependence, Africa cannot livein isolation. Greater interdependence also means that
Africa cannot forever be asking for preferential treatment nor be ever dependent on external
charity. A starting point is that African countries be bold to own up their policy errors,
jettison the illusive hope that sustainable development can ever occur through charity from
other'people, and begin to fashion policies and strategies to compete in the global market.
Competitiveness and a willingness to think and do things differently should be the hallmark
of any genuine effort to acquire the capacity for both economic stabilization and growth over
the longer run. As Davis writes:

Self-belief and the realisation that the world does not owe Africa a living
should underpin this quest for development. Africans should stop selling
themselves short. It is time to end the shaky self-esteem, and the self-doubt
that have dogged them for long; attitudes that give the impression that those
negative images may afterall be true (see West Africa magazine, 2-8 August,
1993: 1342).

. lit the context of the competitive spirit, Africa should be able to compete in at least two
senses: First, African countries should aspire and implement measures that ensure their
ability to produce a range of goods that enjoy high price and income elasticities of demand.

1-----------------------
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This would ensure that. their exports compete directly with the production of other countries.
Second, African countries should strive not to depend on special favours in order to. sell its
products. There must be both a normal. market demand for Africa's products and a
commitment by the governments of importing countries to guarantee market access' for
products that enjoy sucha demand (Riedel, 1987: 92). With the abundant, skilled and cheap
labour force in many African countries, the policy environment should besuch as to foster
competitiveness.

What Africa can reasonably demand of the western countries is. a kind of a 'Marshall
Plan' for Africaand the levelling of the 'playingfield' in international trade. The 'Mars/lall
Plan' is a recognition of Africa's relative backwardness and a'need to empower.it as an equal
competitor. This entails financial assistance but not in the sense of the previous use.ofsuch
funds. The assistance should be targeted primarily to private sectormvestments in prejtll;ts
designed to diversify production and exportbase. Western firms willing to investin'Africa
should enjoy incentives 'in their home countries to enablethem do so.. Furthermorejsuch
financial assistance should be targeted as a reward for economic performance. For example,
countries that improve their market shares in their traditional exports should be encouraged
by receiving greater financial assistance from bilateral but more so, from multilateral
agencies to help them diversify exports. Over all, such a programme should have a time
frame, say len years. Within the period, African countries should enjoy the 'most favoured
nations'status in trade with western countries. The details of SUCh a programme cannot be
fully articulated in this paper, but the basic intuition is clear. It is based on the premise that
Africa should aspire to participate in the international economy as 'equals or partners rather
than as the perpetual 'weeping children' of the world. To do so requires radical departures
from the ways of the past, and a determination to competerather than to depend on favours.
It also ~uires an agenda or a compact with the international commJ,Ulity that ta!ilets a
certain period for pre~rential treatment in order for Africa to develop the structures to
enhan<:e its competitiveness. ,.'.. ,

• Furthermore, it is important to emphasise that for.longer-term development, African
countries should complement the external assistance \Vith far reaching domestic:policy
reforms. Aside from the.deepening of the current process of policy reforms.. massive
investments in infrastructure artd social services- education, health and communication-are
central.. Africa does not necessarily need to go cap-in-hand begging for external finance in
order to finance these investments. The political class must be wilting to.consider ,tough
ch~, including a willingness to release resources tied to maintenance of an over-size,
largely unrequired military, for development. Britain and some' other OECDcountries
devote less than IOpefeent of the GOP to military spending. In Africa, the figure is over
25 percent.for some.eountries. U. is difficult to be sympathetic to the cause of a country
(which is neither fighting a war nor under a threat) which devotes about 25 percent, of .its
GOP to. military expendi~ures and still complains of inadequate resources for investment. As
part of the conditionalities for renewed lending or granting ofpreferential treatment by the
international communi~,drasticreQuction ofmilitary spending to around5-8percentofOOP
should be required of African countries. In this way, enormous resources will be released
for economic development in most countries. This maynot completely eliminate the need
for foreign finance, but the basic intuition is that. African countries should strive to do
whatever they can for themselves because they cannot aspire to be independent by insisting
on preferential treatments that deepen their dependence.
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V. Sunllhary of Conclusions- ."' ... - .

. In this study, the implications of alternative macroeconomic policy responses to given
exteirial shocks in African economies have been examined. -. After a survey .of the nature,
causes ~d consequences of the external shocks afflicting most African economies, a general
equilibnum global model framework is used to shed light on the implications of alternative
domestic policy regimes for successful adjustments to shocks. The results of the simulations
demonsttate that the domestic policy environment is very crucial in determining the
effectiveness of portfolio adjustments by economic agents to given shocks, and can thus play'
powerful roles in attenuating or aggravating the impacts of particular shocks. Under given
positive external shocks, flexible policy regime is shown to lead to more longer-run benefits
than'themore rigid regime whose benefits are more in the short and medium terms. Fot
negative shocks however.' the flexible regime reduces the negative output and income effects
while the losses are aggravated under the fixed regime. To the extent that flexible exchange
rate regime is associated with market-based economic institutions, one provocative conclusion
from the study is that economies where the labour, capital, money and foreignexchange'ra~e

markets are more responsive to market impulses would be more efficientin responding:to·
given shocks than, otherwise. In the African context, this might also entail not .only the
liberalization of the goods and money markets but also their integration. This is to ensure
greater sectoral linkages which would further enhance the efficiency of resource mobility and
use.

Despite its potentials for enhancing adjustments to shocks, the domestic policy regime
can only be seen as a necessary but not a sufficient response mechanism to externalsheeks,
Some complementary discretionary policy responses on the part of the policy-makers are
required. The various options and policy instruments open to most African economies are
reviewed and it is shown that there is much latitude for discretionary responses. The
implications of each possible response mechanism are also examined, and an important
conclusion that emerges is that there can be no 'free-lunch' in' implementation of any
stabilization measures. Every choice involves some costs and benefits. It is difficult to
design a once-and-for-all response package to external shocks. Without prejUdice to.the
need for sound policy environment (which involves some longer-term policies. relating to
exchange tate regime, nature and flexibility of the factor and capital markets, trade regime,
income distribution, pricing policies, ownership rights, incentive structures, etc.), the
discretionary responses are more likely to be ad-hoc in nature and depend on the nature, size
and consequences of the shocks. The shocks that are perceived to be permanent however,
would require the design and implementation of measures that take a longer-term view of the
problems. This would greatly reduce the dangers that persistent ad-hoc or even.panicky
Short-term stabilization responses might pose to the maintenance of a given long-term policy
environment. A distinction between 'temporary' and 'permanent' shocks is therefore very
crucial to the design of stabilization responses. Equally very important is the need to
main1aina clear focus on the general direction of economic management so as not to allow
intermittent, panicky responses to temporary shocks to negate the measures designed to
promote an appropriate long-term policy environment. Ensuring an internal consistency
between the objectives of the short-term stabilization responses to given shocks and those of

<'
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lqoger-tenn economic management is the major challenge in the design and implementation
of discretionary responses to external shocks in Africa .

. Aside from the domestic policy environment and discretionary responses, a' case is'
made for the complementary role by the international community inAfrica'spolicyresponlleS····
to.illXtemal shocks. It is however noted that the internatioftlll icommunity,ias presently
slr!letUred is dynamically evolving and its foreseeable evolutionarysrendis such· that most
ofAfrica's current demands may not be realisable. Alternative African-westemrelationships
based on .self-reliance, competitive spirit, and mutual interests rather than seeking' to
perpetuate the current dependency relationship, is advocated.

It.is one thinghowever to make economic analysis and policy recotnmendations;lt
is~t~91/ler.for them .to be implemented in a beneficial manner. As every'tational and'
experienced-policy-maker knows, there is much more to the.management of an,economy than
just a technical matter of making the optimal use of policy instruments available. Our
discussion so far indicates that the principal reason why countries embark on stabilization
programmes in the face of external shocks is because such shocks cause some temporary or
permanent disequilibrium in' a country's internal and, or, external balances. Stabilization
policy responses to such shocks inevitably lead to some costs (at least in the short-run).
Many African states (not least the emerging, fragile democracies) are marked by acute
divisions, and the authorities are heavily preoccupied with the maintenance of their delicate
power base and the avoidance of social strife. The disequilibria caused by the external
shocks may cause less social disharmony (and lose less popular support) than the alternative
of attempting the much desired economic reforms; This explains why governments are very
rarely willing to pursue stabilization measures for more than temporary interludes. The
priority given to political considerations make for inconsistency in economic policies over
time and only infrequently are stabilization policies afforded top priority (Killick and
Sharpley, 1984: 48-51). In Nigeria for instance, despite the overwhelming economic
arguments for the removal of subsidy on petroleum products (which can in fact bea powerful
stabilization measure), political considerations of the potential social unrest that might
accompany such an action has deterred even a dictatorial military regime from implementing
the measure. Variations in exchange rate has been shown to be a potentially powerful
stabilization instrument, but there is the well known finding by Cooper (1971) that currency
devaluation roughly tripled the probability that the responsible finance minister would lose
his job within the following year and roughly doubled the probability that the entire
government would fall. It is therefore the case that political expediency often overrides
economic rationality in designing and implementing consistent stabilization measures.
Balancing the two competing needs should be the major challenge of country policy-makers
and their analysts.

Finally, major parts of the discussions have pertained to either the aggregate or
average African economy. This has the danger of masking individual country peculiarities.
We need' to stress that,

'" thereis much more to successful policy than cutting credit and devaluing
and that the state of the art should not allow overconfidence ... in any
particular prescription. Every case is different and requires indepth, specific
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. analysis. Sitl1ple rules .applied indiscriminately on the ;b~i$ .~of minimal,
analysis will not do (Dervis, 1981: 506). " .r.,

Indiyidual African countries differ markedly with respect to their structural characteristics,
exposure to the external shocks and sophistication of policy instruments to deal with ~.
As Indicated earlier, the selection and combinationof policy instruments in response jo any :
shock will depend, among other things. on the size of the shock, the country's circumstances
and ,the objectives ,of the policy-makers. The effectiveness of specific instruments will also.
depcl9d c11j~ially on those factors. Policy analysts in each countrytherefore need to~~n,
the analysis provided in this study for their countries, taking cognisance of, spc;<:ifjc,.
institutional characteristics, with a view to providing more informed basis for policy. l

Furthermore, it is expected that as African countries deepen the process ofeconomic
integration and hence implement programmes of policy harmonization and coordination, the .
mixture and effectiveness of policy instruments to deal with specific shocks might alter.
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Appendix Tables

T..... A-l: PubIi< _. Slatistics 0' Arrico by Sub·Regi.os, 1988-91
,-

1987 ," 1988 1989 1990 1991' 1992

COlIIftI'/drica '

_("<>fGOI') 15 14.5 14.4 15 15.9 14

Tftdo T,-,(ll\ of .........) 50.45 44.89 46.28 55.5 65.15 62.21

Bxpondib.", (II! af.GOp) 21.7 21.3 19,8 21.\ 21.3 24,8

Cllrnlllllxp. (" afExp.nditu...) n.• n.• n.a n.• D.' D••

CopiIaIIIxp. (!Ii of Exp.ndltu...) D.' n.e n.e D.' n.a D.'

Bud... Deficit (lli af GOp) 6.7 6.8 5.3 6.1 5.4 10.1

External financin. of deficit (lI) 72.47 81.3 99 99 68.36 64.46

Domoltic finlDCinaof deficit (t.) 27.53 18.7 31.64 35.5.

Nanb Alii••

llovoauo(!liofGOP) 16 29.2 28.9 27.8 29.1 29.1

Trido TaXU: (~'of revenue) 28.06 52.2 21.36 54.81 60.19 63

Bxpondlture (lli of GOI') 17.7 44'.1 41.5 32.2 33.6 34.7

CUnelllExp. (lli of lIxponditu...) 61.6 62.1 52.8 70.• 72 71.1

Capilalllxp. (!Ii of,E..,.nditure) 38.4 37.9 47.2 29.6 28 21.9

1Iudpt Defi.i.JlIi, 9f <lOP) 1.7 15.6 12.6 4.4 •• 5 ·4.9

.BxtemaJ tina~I.s:aa~of deficit (%) 23.3 31.\ 24.2 53.6 38 27.1

DomNtic tinancina of deficit('l') 76,7 68.9 75.8 46.4 62 72.9

SouthAllioa

Rov.... (lli of!GOp) 16.9 24.6 25 24.8 28.2 30.6

Tndo Taxe' (~. of revenue) 47.4 38.89 28.02 25.65 22.17 27.73

ExpoadilliiO (lIi' DfGOp) 22 31.5 32.9 34.1 37.4 40

CIIrnaI Elqi. (lli of Exponditu,.) 80 77.6 76.9 78.r 76.1 58.4

Capital B:iP. (lli of Exponditure) 20 22.4 23.1 21.4 22.9 22.2

1Iudpt Deficl. (lli of GDp) 5.1 6.9 7.9 9.3 9.2 9.4_I fibanol"ll of d.ficit (lIi) 68.7 48.5 42.1 39.6 36.6 45.8

~Ilic fiuocina: ofdeficit (%) 28.3 51.5 57.9 60.4 63.' 5•.2

WoatAtlioa

Ilovonu. (lli of GOPL 16.' 13.8 13.9 16.3 16.8 17.6

T..... T.... (lIiof ...v....) 46.25 40.89 26.23 37.69 46.7 35.17

Bxponditu... (lli af GDp) 21.3 21.8 21.4 23.3 19.7 22.5

CUnealExp. (lli of Exp.nditure) 72.9 72.9 70.8 69.4 73.5 73

Capital Exp. (lli of Expond;'.",) 27.1 27.1 28.2 30.6 26.5 25.1

1IlJd... Defi.i. (lli of GOp) 4.9 8 7.5 7 2.9 4.9

_mal fibanoi., ofd.fi.it (lIi) 78,2 54.1 71.6 55.1 99 60.7

Do?1Iie financin, of deficit (Ii) 21.8 45.9 28.4 44.9 I 39.3

D.' ~ Not avai1abJ&
C~weiabuare not appliedt and oil tans are not included in the trade taxes
n.. re bilit)' of the ...tittle. it not guaranLacd
Souroe:Computed fromUN-BCA data bank
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Monetarvoalicv "'...1""''''
V' 0' A r o' Y' 0' A r o'

Perf",' ..nltaI mnbilitv
. .

....... , ..., IMw" roJ• "'.
~!!t~~._____________________________

--+-- _t._ .t. -_:... · .r.: ..:.. .,;.- --"';.. +... ---...
Forde indexation. '. ••+.- .t._ 1- ..t._ · + •t•. .t•. ...t. +.... ......_--............_......--.--- ... ... .-.. _.--
HomeiN1eY-tion 0 I O· 0 O. + ... - + +
III..J ~.IM••• roJ' (holtt~ Dlrl .'

.~~~~~--._.......__..--.__..-_.....- __0._ .s, _!i. ••0__ 0 -~+.- 0 0 ...:to. ~__o....,
_po, .-'-. ....

~inde.adon 0 0 .s, 0 .2•. + + +~- ••'t•• +.. .~-_..._....._.....-.....-...-._.. .... -.. .... .... --.- ..~ 1iII•••

Homeiadexation 0 0 0 0 0 + + · + +
""''''' .....IM_. mIP 1"'';/.....1
JrJ!~_~~~______________________________

._+-- 0 • !i. ..t. 0 .:_- 0 0 .jo.- _..0_ •
~.-- .._- ---- -... '1

,~~l!i~~~L~._.___•___••••___••___•••• _.t. ~_:.. •r, .•t . .:.- .:.- _t•• . t •. ...t •. .J;;.-: I
;;

,~ - ,
HomoindeXltion 1- . + 1- 1- 1- 1- · ... 1- ,..

Zero canital mobWtv

"'_• •''',,"w," "".
Fixedvi~a . . . ..t. ..t• 1- a ..;;.. ••+.- + + ••0.. •• ....... ...•.....••..•--....._~_.._-_.- ~... "'.... ._. _... ._--
~~~!~~~t~~_. ____._.._..___.._._____ _.t. _!.-~-!. ~._a_. -;.- --+-- _t. .t__

0 .':._'_..,;...
,-,

Home indexation + + + a · + + + 0 . "
7

Fbtod , ' ..... flo.";' " ..1 .

~~.~~._--........._.....-~.--_._-_. ..t. •!!.- •9• .."t._ 0 .t.. -~. a + .~...__ .. .-.. .....
~~I!~~~~_.----_..._-_..._---_....- _.of: ... .t._ _t_ ._"':. + ~_.+.- ~.t.

_:t__ ..'t•. -j"----.-
Homeindention '. 1- + . + + + + · + +
~., , "". If.NiP" ...1

' ' ..

F'lXedwW,a + a 0 •.t . .s. ••+•• •2. .g. + 0
~..... ......•.........-.......-...... .... .... .... .... -._.
.~i~~~~~_.__.._._.•____..__.._____ + + + + + + + + + +--- ---- --- .- ....--
Home indexation + + - + + + + - .+ +

I

yd =domestic outputr: = foreign. output
r: =domestic pnces

p. '" foreign prices .
h :=exchange rate
Source: Adapted from Mckibbin and Sachs (1991:21)
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Table A-3: Commodity Composl!ion of ArrieJl',ExpoltJ (1m}

EIIC' Prt."Q' Come!, Mannl ,Mir

, AJFda 95 0.6 4.4

'Aa,olo 80 7.6 12,4 ~

IIoaift 26.1 54 19.9

~
.0,1 10.1 89 0.8

BurtinI FalO
BuJUDdI 90 3,6 6.4

CotnoIOOIl 'I8 55 26.15 0.85

CapeVerch.

CealroI Amc,n Rep. 55 42 3

Chad 11 84 3.6 1.4

COIIlOI'OI

c....,o 91 4.6 4.4

Cole d'Ivoire 6.5 82 10.9 0.6

Djiboud 52 12 36

IiePt 31.5 21.1 47.4

,'Ilquetoriel Guinea

Elhiopia 6.2 85 6.3 2.5

Gehoa 80 14.5 5.5

aambia

Gbaae 61 9 30

00_ 88 12

Guiua-Bi.u
kooy. 11.23 69.2 19.57

IMotbo
Liberia 0.6 97 0.6 1.8

Lo'by. 90,76

MocIapacar . 2.9 88 9.1

Malawi 95 3 2

Mali 86.4 3.6 10

Mauritania 99.4 0.6

Mauritiw 36 64

Morocco 2.6 49 48.4

~iquc 6 75 8 11

Namibia _.~..

Njpr 1.6 96 2.2 0.3

Nipria 94 5.2 0.3 11.5
R_ 100

Sao Tome .nd Prlnc. 95 5_.01 11.32 65.4 23.28

Seych.n.. 50 36 9 5

Siern Leono 5.1 80 11.6 2.2

Somalia 2,4 97.•

Sudan 0.4 95.6 2.4 1.6

S"uiland 4.8 75.5 8.7 11

Tlnzania 3.3 87 9.7

Toao 68 31.1 0.9

Tunilia 20 16.2 63.36 0.44

U••nda 0.4 97 2.6

Zail'O I.S 41 55.5 l.9

Zembia 1.2 . 1.4 96 1.4

prob'm Pi 58 39 3 ? 3

Source: Computed from African Developmenl Bank (J993) fables.
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Table A-4: S/uu'e of Ml\lor African Commodity Exports in World ExPorts

Average 1970-79 (%) Average 1980-87 (\Il) Percentaaecbanae
between lint andaecond

periods

Cocoa 74.2 65.2

Blister Copper 44.7 42.4

Coffee 30.3 23.5

Cotton 18.4 15.0

Tea 17.5 19.6

Tobacco 9.6 12.3

Sugar 6.1 5.2

-12.1

-5.1

-22.1

-18.5

,12;0

28.1

-14.8

Not . e :
7he.hares were calculated with data from UNCTAD, Commodity Yearbook (various issues)
Source: Elbadawi, et. al. (1992, p. 40)

Tal!1eA-5: World Shares of Agricultural Commodity Exports forSSA and other Developi"ll Regions: 1,!~. 85.

LOCs SSA America South & South tf:'
_.__•__••••_---- (%) --_._----

All Food Items
1970 32.4

1975 29.2
1985 31.5
Auicu1tuml Raw Materials

1970 30.9

1975 25.2
1285 255

~g!.~.'§..~-~up;f:)fl'.n.Afrif29 p. 5.
'f'~ et.at''(f~i: p. Uo)

7.6 15.6 6.6
5.1 14.6 7.7
3.8 15.6 '9.6

"

7.2 5.6 15.i
5.4 4.6 12.8
37 45 142

". -,

-,~

Table A..(i: Comparative Statistics on Aid and Economic Performance, 1980-88,
Sllb,-Saharan 8therc' ,Atrica ev, ountnes

Aid Indicators:

~~r~~~g:ltaiJlcome ~198 3.:,~
~~::1:=1 ~f ~r&0m. mvestment: ~H ~ ~

Performance indicators (annual rates of change)

ik_mption II UI
Figures relate to net disbursements of overseas development assistance from all sources.

Source: KilIick (1992: 201)
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